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Three Essays on Agriculture and Economic Development in Tanzania

Summary
One cannot study poverty in Tanzania without understanding the agricultural sector, which employs more than two-thirds of the population and accounts for nearly
a quarter of national GDP. This thesis examines three themes that focus on the difficulties that rural Tanzanians face in achieving a reasonable livelihood: the adverse
legacy of a failed historical policy, a difficult climate, and market failures.
The first empirical chapter examines the legacy of the villagization program that
attempted to transform the predominantly agricultural and rural Tanzania. Between
1971 and 1973, the majority of rural residents were moved to villages planned by
the government. This essay examines if the programs e↵ects are persistent and
have had a long-run legacy. It analyzes the impact of exposure to the program on
various outcome measures from recent household surveys. The primary finding of
this study is that households living in districts heavily exposed to the program have
worse measures of various current outcomes.
The second empirical chapter examines the role of reliability of rainfall, which is
important in Tanzania as agriculture is predominantly rain-fed and a small fraction
of plots are irrigated. This chapter investigates if households cope with this major
risk to income by re-allocating their labor supply between agriculture, wage labor,
and self-employment activities. This chapter combines data on labor allocation of
households within and outside of agriculture from the National Panel Survey with
high-resolution satellite-based rainfall data not previously used in this literature.
The primary finding of this study is that households allocate more family labor to
agriculture in years of good rainfall and more labor to self-employment activities in
years of poor rainfall.
Market failures are often cited as a rationale for policy recommendations and
government interventions. The third chapter implements four tests of market failures
suggested in the literature, all of which rely on the agricultural household model
but di↵er in how market failures are manifested. The common finding of these tests
is that market failures exist in agricultural factor markets in Tanzania, although
significant heterogeneity exists. Markets are more likely to fail in rural areas, remote
locations, and are more likely to a↵ect female-headed households. Households are
also more likely to face market failure when they try to supply labor to the market
than when they try to hire labor from the market.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A salient feature of economic development is that as countries become richer, agriculture plays a relatively smaller role in the economy (Alston and Pardey, 2014;
Timmer, 2009). Many have argued that agriculture needs to be prioritized in the
early stages of development because of its important linkages to economic growth
and poverty reduction (Gollin et al., 2002; Christiaensen et al., 2011).1 In Tanzania,
as in many developing countries, agriculture is a major provider of food, employment, and export earnings. According to official statistics, the Tanzanian economy
stagnated between independence in 1961 until the 1990s, but has seen rapid growth
in the last 15 years. Yet despite the rapid economic growth, monetary poverty has
not fallen significantly (Arndt et al., 2015). One cannot study poverty in Tanzania
without understanding the agricultural sector, which employs more than two-thirds
of the population and accounts for nearly a quarter of national GDP. Securing improvements in agriculture through, for example, removing the bottlenecks in this
sector could help reduce poverty. This thesis examines three themes that focus on
the difficulties that Tanzanians face in achieving a reasonable livelihood: a difficult
climate, the adverse legacy of a failed historical policy, and market failures.
The first empirical chapter examines the legacy of the villagization program that
attempted to transform the predominantly agricultural rural sector. After inde1

Dercon and Gollin (2014) provide a summary of this literature that goes back to the Lewis
(1954) model as well as the work of Johnston and Mellor (1961).
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pendence, President Julius Nyerere embarked on a social transformation, a major
component of which was to relocate its scattered population to concentrated and
planned villages where people could live and work together. Between 1971 and 1973,
the majority of rural residents were moved to villages planned by the government.
However, Tanzania soon faced an economic crisis and the program was abandoned
in the late 1970s. Scholars have documented the disastrous consequences of this program on rural livelihoods (Collier et al., 1986). This essay examines if the program’s
e↵ects were persistent and have had a long-run legacy. In order to do so, it analyzes the impact of exposure to the program on various outcome measures from the
Household Budget Survey, National Panel Survey, and the Tanzanian Census. The
concern with this analysis is that villagization may have been implemented more
heavily in areas that were more likely to be poor economic performers in the future.
In order to address this potential endogeneity, I instrument the implementation of
villagization at the district-level with sporadic droughts across Tanzania exploited
by the government to force people into planned villages. I find that households
living in districts that were heavily exposed to the program have worse measures
of various outcomes. I finally suggest that a reason villagization adversely a↵ected
living standards was because agriculture was ignored households living in heavily
villagized districts are still engaged predominantly in agriculture at the expense of
self-employment or wage activities.
A major factor that makes it difficult to rely on agriculture as a means of livelihood is that households are often at the mercy of the natural environment. The
second empirical chapter examines the role of one measure of the Tanzanian environment reliability of rainfall. Unreliable rainfall is a particularly important factor
in Tanzania as agriculture is predominantly rain-fed and a small fraction of plots
are irrigated.2 This issue is also important in the context of climate change, one
consequence of which is thought to be more variable rainfall (IPCC, 2007; Collier
et al., 2008). How do households cope with this major risk to income? I examine
2

According to the Household Budget Survey 2011/12, 6.6% of plots in mainland Tanzania are
irrigated.
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whether households diversify their livelihoods outside of agriculture so that they are
less subject to rainfall shocks. Since labor is an important asset of poor households,
understanding how it is used to manage risk may help us devise appropriate policies
to address this issue. This study pays careful attention to the multiple activities
in which households are engaged. This e↵ort is aided by the use of the Tanzanian
National Panel Survey, which collected rich data on labor allocation of households
within and outside of agriculture. I combine this data with high-resolution satellitebased rainfall data not previously used in this literature. I find that households
respond to rainfall shocks by participating in non-agricultural activities. In particular, I find they allocate more family labor to agriculture in years of good rainfall and
more labor to self-employment activities, such as small-scale retail trade, in years
of poor rainfall. I find that they do not use wage labor as a coping mechanism to
respond to rainfall shocks, perhaps due to market imperfections.

The third empirical chapter examines the issue of market failures in agricultural factor markets in Tanzania. The efficacy of policies a↵ecting rural households
in countries like Tanzania depends much on how well markets work and market
failures are often cited as a rationale for policy recommendations and government
interventions. This chapter first attempts to quantify the extent of market participation in agricultural factor markets of in Tanzania. It then implements four tests
of market failures suggested in the literature, in contrast to most studies in the literature that rely on a single method. All of the tests are based on the agricultural
household model described in Singh et al. (1986) but di↵er in how market failures
are manifested. The intuition of these tests is that if markets are working well, then
household labor demand in production is uncorrelated with its endowment of labor
and the shadow wage of household labor will be equal to the market wage. The common finding of these tests is that market failures exist in agricultural factor markets
in Tanzania, although significant heterogeneity exists. Markets are more likely to
fail in rural areas, remote locations, and are more likely to a↵ect female-headed
households. Households are also more likely to face market failure when they try to
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supply labor to the market than when they try to hire labor from the market.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 briefly describes the
Tanzanian context relevant for this thesis. Chapter 3 examines whether the consequences of Tanzania’s villagization program on living standards are still being felt
today. Chapter 4 examines whether households cope with rainfall shocks by diversifying their income-generation activities outside of agriculture. Chapter 5 examines
how well markets function by implementing various tests of market failure. Chapter
6 summarizes the findings of this thesis before discussing the limitations of this work
and suggesting potential avenues for further research.
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Chapter 2
A brief background on Tanzania
The purpose of this chapter is to set the context for the empirical analysis conducted
in this thesis. First it presents some basic facts about Tanzanian geography. Then
it discusses in broad outline its recent history, focusing in particular on the last few
decades. It then describes the structure of the Tanzanian economy and where the
country currently stands in the process of economic development. It finally discusses
how the rest of this thesis relates to the themes raised in this chapter.1

2.1

Geography

Tanzania is a country of 50.75 million people (in 2014) with an area of 0.95 million
square kilometers located on the eastern coast of Africa between 1-11 S. Nearly four
times the size of the UK and more than twice that of Germany, it is geographically
diverse. It is divided roughly into two halves by the Great Rift Valley which runs
vertically across the center. The north-eastern part of the country is mountainous
and includes the tallest mountain in Africa, Kilimanjaro. The center of the country
is a plateau, although mountains and lakes punctuate many parts of the country.
Tanzania’s climate is tropical but has regional variation due to its topography.
1
Tanzania has ignited much scholarly and political interest since independence. Coulson (2013)
describes the Tanzania of the 1970s, in particular, the University of Dar es Salaam, as a maelstrom of ideas and debates among historians, political scientists, sociologists, and economists. For
example, Joan Robinson spent a term there in the 1970s.
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The central plateau gets as little as 500 mm of rainfall per year but the western and
southern areas get up to 2,000 mm of rainfall per year. The northern part of the
country has two rainfall seasons during October-December and March-May whereas
the southern part of the country has a single rainfall season during NovemberApril. Due to its size, Tanzania borders many countries: Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda,
Burundi, DR Congo, Zambia, Malawi, and Mozambique (Figure 2.1) and has a
coastline on its eastern side of about 1,400 kilometers with the Indian Ocean.
Figure 2.1: Map of Tanzania (Source: Google Maps)

2.2

Brief history

Tanzania’s strategic location along the East African coast and its borders with
many countries has also meant it has been an important center of trade in history.
Tanzania’s first contact with the rest of the world was perhaps through Arabic
traders that settled in the Kilwa and Zanzibar islands to channel ivory, gold, and
slaves from the interior of the country. Mainland Tanzania (then called Tanganyika)
was ruled by the Germans as a part of German East Africa from 1884 until the end
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of the First World War, when it began to be administered by Great Britain under
a League of Nations mandate. Tanganyika gained sovereign status in 1961, with
Julius Nyerere as its first prime minister. It united with Zanzibar in 1964 to become
the United Republic of Tanzania.
Julius Nyerere was a charismatic and widely-respected leader with a socialist
vision for a new Tanzania, on which he elaborated in the Arusha Declaration in
1967. A major component of Nyerere’s socialist vision (ujamaa) was to relocate its
predominantly rural population to planned villages modeled after collective farms
in China. Nyerere’s vision was that people would not only live together in these
villages but would also work together for the common good. The villagization drive
was implemented primarily during 1973-75 and by the late-1970s, four-fifths of the
population lived in government-designated villages. In the late-1970s, Tanzania
faced a balance of payments crisis, on the one hand, and a war with Uganda, on
the other. These two events, combined with external pressure amidst the poorly
performing economy, led to Nyerere’s resignation in 1985 and the beginning of the
slow reversal of his policies. Under the Economic Recovery Program, led by the
IMF and the World Bank, the state began to allow a bigger role for markets. This
also meant deregulating the various state monopolies and price controls imposed
by Nyerere’s government. The liberalization program has been slow but remains
ongoing.

2.3

Structure of the economy

Drawing inferences about Tanzanian economic activity is fraught with danger given
problems with the underlying data. Jerven (2011) and Arndt et al. (2015) discuss at
length the inconsistencies between di↵erent data sources that lead to di↵erent conclusions about the direction of the Tanzanian economy. Statistics on the Tanzanian
economy usually cite the National Bureau of Statistics of Tanzania, World Bank’s
World Development Indicators, IMF’s World Economic Outlook, or the Penn World
Tables. Although the Tanzanian government is assumed to be the source of all offi-
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cial numbers, other entities often transform these data to harmonize them with their
own databases. As a result of this, one is often left with di↵erent impressions of the
state of the economy. A recent example of the fluid nature of macroeconomic statistics on Tanzania is the revision of its real GDP in October 2014. The GDP estimate
was revised to incorporate the latest available information on the economy. A result
of this was that Tanzania’s nominal GDP in 2007 increased by 27.8% compared with
previous estimates (National Bureau of Statistics, 2014b). The implication of this is
that macroeconomic statistics should not be taken at face value but should instead
be taken as indications of the actual magnitude and direction rather than providing
precise estimates.
Despite concerns about the reliability of national account statistics, one thing
that is consistent among various sources is the significant role of agriculture in the
economy. According to the latest Household Budget Survey conducted in 2012,
about three-quarters of the currently employed population aged 15 years or above
reported their primary activity in the prior 12 months to be in agriculture.2 This
number appears higher than that reported in the 2012 Census, according to which,
agriculture (including livestock and fishing) employs 65.4% of the employed population for the same age category (National Bureau of Statistics, 2014a).3 This lower
estimate may be due to the fact that the census was conducted on August 26, 2012,
which falls outside of the agricultural seasons in Tanzania.
The share of agriculture in Tanzanian GDP is not only smaller than its employment share but has shrunk over time. Using the latest available data from the
World Development Indicators, Figure 2.2 shows the sectoral shares of Tanzanian
GDP between 1990 and 2014 in real Tanzanian Shillings. Agriculture constituted
31% in of national GDP in 1990. This share began to fall in the mid-1990s and stood
2

This category includes fishing but it is unclear if it includes livestock (National Bureau of
Statistics (2014a), Table 5.2). According to the HBS, 74.7% of Tanzanian mainland households
owned or cultivated some land in the previous 12 months. The HBS was conducted between
October 2011 and October 2012 and collected information on the primary activity of respondents
in the prior 12 months.
3
The relevant census question asked “What type of work did [NAME] do in the week preceding
the census night?”
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at 23% in 2014 (World Bank, 2015). The drop in agriculture’s share in GDP has
been absorbed almost entirely by the industrial sector. These numbers are somewhat at odds with those reported by Arndt et al. (2015), who find that the share of
agriculture in the economy dropped from 45% in 1991 to 23% in 2012. This discrepancy is most likely due to the recent revision of GDP numbers by the Tanzanian
government. Figure 2.2 uses the revised estimates that were made available after
Arndt et al. (2015) was published. Despite disagreement on the magnitude of the
drop, both Figure 2.2 and the numbers reported in Arndt et al. (2015) agree that
the value-added share of agriculture in Tanzanian GDP is contracting.
Figure 2.2: Sectoral shares of Tanzania’s GDP for 1990-2014 (Source: World Bank
(2015))

Obtaining an accurate picture of Tanzania’s growth performance is difficult given
the data problems described above. However, the best data currently available,
presented in Figure 2.3, suggest that the Tanzanian economy has been growing
rapidly since the late-1990s after several decades of stagnation. It grew at an average
of 6.5% between 1999 and 2014 and its annual growth rate was never lower than
4.7% during this period. If the official statistics are correct, the Tanzanian economy
has made impressive progress during the last fifteen years: GDP per capita growth
is reported as 3.5% and the real per capita GDP in local currency in 2014 was 70%
greater than 15 years earlier.
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The GDP growth rates reported for Tanzania’s neighbors Rwanda, Mozambique,
Zambia, and Uganda were higher during the same period. But this does not detract from the fact that Tanzania’s recent growth performance has been impressive,
particularly in the context of its more anemic growth in the previous three decades.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 present the following puzzle: despite the rapid economic growth
in the last 15 years, why has Tanzania’s sectoral structure changed very little? In
particular, why does agriculture still employ two-thirds of the adult working population? Another puzzle that remains unresolved is the source of this growth. However,
a more important question these figures raise is: how, if at all, has the recent growth
performance improved the living standards of Tanzanians? These questions are part
of the motivation behind the research in this thesis.

Figure 2.3: Tanzania’s real GDP per capita

An explanation of the discrepancy between the rapid economic growth and slow
poverty reduction may be the data on consumer price inflation, which directly determine changes over time of living standards. Sandefur (2013) demonstrates how
data from household surveys can be used to verify and correct the highly political
and possibly incorrect consumer price indices. He finds that doing correcting for
prices yields a more modest picture of both economic growth and poverty reduction.
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2.4

Progress in living standards

Tanzania faced many challenges when it became independent in 1961. Its predominantly agrarian population of approximately nine million lived in a natural
environment that was harsh and inhospitable. Much of the country faced nutrientpoor soil, irregular and poor rainfall, and prevalent disease (Ili↵e, 1979). About 4%
of the population lived in urban areas and only 16% of adults were thought to be
literate in 1961 (Ili↵e, 1979). Compared with its status five decades ago, Tanzania
has made significant improvements in quality of life. Life expectancy has improved
from 43.9 years in 1961 to 61.5 years in 2013. Infant mortality has fallen from 142.7
in 1961 to 36.4 per 1000 live births in 2013. Primary school enrolment has increased
from 33.8% in 1970 (Edwards, 2012) to 84.5% in 2013 (World Bank, 2015). Adult
literacy has increased from 16% in 1961 (Ili↵e, 1979) to 67.8% in 2010 (World Bank,
2015). According to Bank of Tanzania (2011), its real GDP per capita in Tanzanian
Shillings in 2010 was 65% greater than its level in 1966.
Despite the progress Tanzania has recently made, it is one of the poorest countries
in the world and still faces many of the challenges it confronted five decades ago.
According to the Tanzanian Household Budget Survey (HBS),4 poverty in Tanzania
fell from 38.6% in 1992 to 28.2% in 2012. Although this suggests a slow but steady
progress in monetary living standards, it is surprising that this progress was not
faster given the rapid economic growth in the last 15 years. Arndt et al. (2015)
and Atkinson and Lugo (2010) argue that the somewhat inconsistent narratives
presented by the national accounts data and the household surveys may be due to
an improvement in non-monetary indicators. Arndt et al. (2015) show that Tanzania
has seen steady progress between 1992 and 2012 in measures such as water supply,
sanitation, shelter, education, and access to information.
Owens et al. (2011) and Lokina et al. (2011) suggest that the neglect of agriculture may be an explanation for why poverty in Tanzanian has not fallen in recent
4
HBS is a widely-used source of data on living standards is the Household Budget Surveys
(HBS), conducted every few years by the Tanzanian National Bureau of Statistics. These crosssectional surveys were conducted in 1969, 1976/77, 1992, 2001, 2007, and 2011/12.
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years. Owens et al. (2011) compare Tanzania’s experience with that of Ghana, both
of which experienced similar rates of economic growth but Ghana had more success
in lowering poverty. This may be the consequence of a greater e↵ort by Ghana in
improving its agricultural sector. Lokina et al. (2011) find that the more modest
decrease in poverty in Tanzania happened because households moved out of agriculture rather than the fact that agriculture had become more productive. They
find that productivity growth in agriculture actually fell in the early 2000s and that
adoption of modern inputs such as inorganic fertilizers and hybrid seeds did not
increase.

2.5

Agriculture in Tanzania

Although the 2012 Census and HBS 2011/12 are not completely consistent in the
sectoral shares of employment, both of these sources agree that agriculture is by
far the largest employer in Tanzania. According to HBS 2011/12, agriculture is
not only a rural activity but also an urban one: 88% of rural residents, 58% of
urban areas other than Dar es Salaam, and 7% of residents of Dar es Salaam report
this being their primary sector of employment. The average household owns 5.5
acres (2.2 hectares) of land. Agriculture is dominated by smallholders since 69% of
households own less than six acres of land. This sector is also mostly traditional
given the fact that 83% of households still use the hand hoe and less than 1% of
households own a tractor, tractor plough, or tractor harrow.
The use of modern inputs is low: less than 10% of households report using
each of irrigation, inorganic fertilizer, or pesticide. The main crops grown are maize
(81% of households), beans (32%), paddy (21%), potatoes (21%), groundnuts (14%),
cassava (13%), and bananas (10%). Livestock plays an important role in the rural
economy since 51% of households report owning at least one livestock. Agricultural
productivity is very low in Tanzania, compared with its neighboring countries (World
Bank, 2015). Cereal yield in 2013 was 1,417 kg/hectares, which was among the
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lowest in the world and below that of most of its neighbors.5

2.6

Conclusion

One cannot study poverty in Tanzania without understanding the agricultural sector, which employs more than two-thirds of the population and accounts for nearly
a quarter of national GDP. This thesis examines three themes that focus on the
difficulties that Tanzanians face in achieving a reasonable livelihood: a difficult climate, the adverse legacy of a failed historical policy, and market failures. The first
empirical chapter examines the legacy of the villagization program that attempted to transform the predominantly agricultural rural sector. The second empirical
chapter examines the role of one measure of the Tanzanian environment reliability
of rainfall. The third empirical chapter examines the issue of market failures in
agricultural factor markets in Tanzania.

5
Tanzania’s cereal yield grew from an average of 765 kg/hectares in the 1960s to 1,387
kg/hectares in the first decade of the twentieth century. Despite this growth, its cereal yield
has been below that of most of its neighbors during this period (World Bank, 2015).
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Chapter 3
“To live in villages is an order”:
The long-term consequences of
villagization in Tanzania 1
3.1

Introduction

Various governments around the world attempted ambitious policies during the 20th
century to transform the lives of their rural citizens by resettling them (Clarke
et al., 1985).2 While some of these projects have had the intended consequences,
many more have resulted in chaos and disruption in the immediate aftermath of the
policy and subsequently over the long run. Examining such policies is important
because the past teaches us lessons on the expected and unexpected consequences
of government policy. Another reason to examine major government policies is that
di↵erences in intra-country economic outcomes may be partly explained by historical
circumstances.
This paper examines the long-term consequences of a major attempt by the
Tanzanian government in the 1970s to transform its predominantly-rural landscape
1

“To live in villages is an order” is the title of a news article in The Daily News from November
7, 1973 (Coulson, 2013).
2
The redistribution of the population through active policies (Clarke et al., 1985) took the form
of communal settlements (Tanzania, Mozambique, Ethiopia), agricultural resettlement schemes
(Nigeria, Sudan), and shifting of the national capital (Nigeria, Tanzania).
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by relocating people from scattered settlements to planned, concentrated villages.3
My research question is whether within-country di↵erences in current economic outcomes in Tanzania can be explained partly by the exposure to the villagization program at the height of the program. Although the program was announced in 1967
as a part of the socialist vision of President Julius Nyerere elaborated in the Arusha
Declaration, much of its implementation happened between 1973 and 1975 (Figure
3.1). The goal of the program was to re-organize rural areas with the idea that the
formation of these villages would allow for scale economies and when combined with
communal e↵ort and social infrastructure projects, the lives of rural citizens would
be uplifted. By the time the 1978 census was conducted, about 75% of Tanzanians were living in villages planned by the government. Collier et al. (1986) suggest
that this is one of the largest interventions in the rural development policies of any
country in history.
Figure 3.1: Timeline of study

This study is related to the broader literature on whether current economic
outcomes can be partly explained by historical circumstances (see Nunn (2014) for
a survey of this literature). Recent analysis of mass relocation programs broadly
similar to the one in Tanzania show that these programs had negative consequences
for wellbeing both in the short run, in Rwanda (Isaksson, 2013), and in the long
run, in Mexico (Dell, 2012). Much of the literature on the villagization program in
Tanzania was written in the 1980s when the near-collapse of the Tanzanian economy
in the aftermath of the villagization program attracted much international attention
(Collier et al., 1986; Bevan et al., 1988; Collier, 1988; Boesen et al., 1986). Interest
in the program waned but a recent literature has begun to revisit this issue (Osafo3

According to the 1967 Census of Tanzania, only 5.7% of the population lived in urban areas.
Half of this population lived in Dar es Salaam, the capital city at the time.
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Kwaako, 2012; Edwards, 2014; Schneider, 2014; Lofchie, 2014). This paper builds on
and extends Osafo-Kwaako (2012), which finds that villagization led to higher levels
of education and social capital (political awareness and community participation),
but at the cost of lower levels of consumption in 2000.
I examine if the e↵ects of villagization persist three decades after the program
was abandoned. I find that exposure to villagization in the 1970s is associated
with lower levels of various measures of current outcomes: household consumption,
income, assets, and education levels. The measure of villagization that I use is the
percentage of district population in the 1978 Census that lived in villages planned by
the government. A concern with this analysis is that the intensity of villagization in
a district may have been determined by unobservable characteristics that may also
determine current outcomes. That would prevent us from making a causal statement
about the impact of the program. I address this issue by instrumenting the intensity
of villagization with droughts that occurred sporadically across Tanzania during
1973-75, when most of the program implementation happened. These droughts were
exploited by government officials, who promised drought-relief conditional on people
moving to government villages. I find that the economic activity that households
are engaged in may be a mechanism that explains these findings: villagization may
have had a persistent and negative impact on current outcomes by preventing people
from moving out of subsistence agriculture. This paper also provides an example
of how large government projects can be expedited by unpredicted weather events
(Dell, 2012; Fenske and Kala, 2014), and how these policies could have unintended
and persistent e↵ects.
Section 2 describes the various stages of the villagization program in Tanzania.
Section 3 describes the various datasets I use in this analysis and presents characteristics of the sample that I analyze. Section 4 explains the strategy used to identify
the relationship between villagization and current outcomes. Section 5 presents
the results of the analysis and some robustness checks. Section 6 discusses activity
choice as a potential mechanism that may explain why villagization may have led
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to worse outcomes even three decades after the program was abandoned. The final
section discusses the implications of these results.

3.2

Relevant literature

A number of countries implemented programs similar to the villagization one in
the 20th century. For example, the Soviet Union embarked on a collectivization
campaign during 1929-1932 that had disastrous consequences for agricultural production. Agricultural output in the Soviet Union in 1933 was 20% below the level in
1928 immediately before the collectivization campaign began (Holland, 1988). China
also implemented a similar campaign during 1959-1961, a consequence of which was
that grain output in 1961 and 1962 were 30% lower than the level in 1958 (Lin,
1990). The country also experienced famines in the immediate aftermath of the
campaigns, which resulted in 30 million deaths. Mexico began implementing land
reform in 1917 that were similar to the collectivization programs later implemented
in the Soviet Union and China (World Bank, 2001). Rural Mexican households were
organized into large farms called ejidos, which were owned by the government but
gave cultivation rights to households.
Analyses of similar programs around the world suggest that they have had adverse e↵ects in the short run and long run on various aspects of wellbeing. In her
paper on the long-run consequences of a land-redistribution program in Mexico in
the early-20th century, Dell (2012) uses a similar methodology to the one employed
in this paper. She finds a strong correlation between sporadic droughts in Mexico,
which aided insurgents in their demand for land reform, and the magnitude of state
surface area that was eventually redistributed to communal ejidos. She finds that
the ejido communities now are substantially poorer, more agricultural, and less industrial as they were burdened with restrictive land policies imposed by a political
system steeped in clientelism.
Rwanda experienced a villagization program in the 1990s, when nearly 20% of
the population was moved to imidugudu planned villages (Leeuwen, 2001). Isaksson
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(2013) suggests that although a primary goal of the program was to allow households
to economically diversify away from agriculture, imidugudu households di↵ered very
little in terms of diversification from non-Imidugudu households in 2005. Although
the program may have succeeded in resolving the shortage of housing and facilitating
reconciliation after the genocide, it had not made much headway in addressing
the income portfolios of the program beneficiaries. Kondylis (2008) also examines
the impact of displacement on agricultural production of households in Rwanda
following the re-settlement program in the 1990s. She finds that the relocation to
imidugudu areas did not increase agriculture output of households. Returnees to
policy areas also had lower returns to seeds, suggesting that relocation had resulted
in a loss of agricultural know-how. Ethiopia and Mozambique also experimented
with villagization on a smaller scale (Clarke et al., 1985; Lorgen, 2000). Although
nearly two million people in Mozambique and as many as twelve million people were
villagized in Ethiopia in the 1980s, little evidence exists on the economic e↵ects
of these programs. Zimbabwe implemented a voluntary resettlement program (for
about one percent of its population) who were granted agricultural land formerly
owned by whites. Gunning et al. (2000) find that this program was immensely
successful over a period of about 13 years. Based on analysis of a panel of about 400
resettled households, they find that resettled farmers experienced not only a large
accumulation of assets but also higher returns to their assets over time.

This study builds on Osafo-Kwaako (2012), which may be the only recent study
that directly examines the legacy of the villagization program in Tanzania. Using
data from the 1988 census, he finds that the program contributed to higher levels
of education in districts that were more exposed to the villagization program had
higher levels. He also finds that districts more a↵ected by the program had higher
level of social capital (political awareness and community participation) and provision of primary schools in 2009. In addition to this, he finds that consumption
in these districts was significantly lower in 2000. This study builds on and extends
Osafo-Kwaako (2012) by emphasizing the economic consequences of the villagiza-
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tion program using the most recent data with alternative treatment measures (from
two di↵erent sources of data), outcome measures (consumption, education, assetownership computed from the HBS, NPS, and Tanzanian censuses), and an improved
identification strategy that uses a richer and more reliable instrument. This study
also suggests over-reliance in agriculture as a plausible mechanism through which
villagization may have led to lower outcomes.

3.3

Villagization in Tanzania

Rationale for establishing ujamaa 4 villages in Tanzania
Tanzania went through a massive transformation of its landscape and economy
during the villagization program in the 1960s and 1970s. Over the span of a decade,
the landscape was transformed from a land of dispersed, scattered dwellings into
a country in which more than three-quarters of its population lived in planned,
concentrated villages. This reorganization of the landscape originated from the
socialist ujamaa vision of cooperative living and production that its leader Julius
Nyerere laid out in the Arusha Declaration of 1967. The consequences of this policy
are still not completely understood and are possibly still being experienced five
decades later.
Most Tanzanians in the 1960s lived in scattered houses spread across the land
for many reasons (Ili↵e, 1979; McHenry, 1979). The soil in most of Tanzania is
poor in nutrients and unsuitable for intensified cultivation. People adapted to this
by spreading out thinly across the country to eke out a living through shifting
cultivation and pastoralism. Wild animals were abundant and land was plentiful;
agricultural development was delayed because people could survive on hunting and
gathering. During the slave trade, there was deep distrust of other people as there
4

“Ujamaa” literally means “familyhood” in Swahili. As a political philosophy, this was Nyerere’s
interpretation of socialism appropriate for the Tanzanian context. Nyerere asserted that while
“doctrinaire socialism” was a response to a class-based society with laborers and capitalists, this
was not applicable to Tanzania as it never had classes prior to colonization. Ujamaa was the
version of socialism in which everyone in society was a member of the same greater family. The
goal of ujamaa was to reverse the trend towards class di↵erentiation that he saw emerging in
Tanzania during colonization.
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was a constant fear of being enslaved through slave raids. One way to lower the
chances of being raided was to live as far away from others as possible. Finally, during colonization from the late nineteenth century, living in concentrated settlements
meant that people would be more vulnerable to taxes and labor demands. The Germans, who ruled Tanzania from 1884 until 1918, attempted to set minimum village
size in some parts of Tanzania, but to no avail. Tanzania was under British mandate
from the end of World War I until 1961. During this period, the British attempted
to implement various policies to encourage people to live in more concentrated areas
but these policies also largely failed (McHenry, 1979).
Julius Nyerere, the first president of Tanzania after independence from Great
Britain, had a clear vision about how Tanzanian society had to be organized in
order to improve the lives of its citizens. In his independence speech in December
1961, he said:
“If we want to develop . . . The first and absolutely essential thing to do
. . . is to begin living in proper villages . . . unless we do so we shall not be
able to provide ourselves with the things we need to develop our land and
to raise our standard of living.” (cited in Coulson (2013)).
Nyerere laid out his vision of a socialist Tanzania in the Arusha Declaration
in February 1967, in which agriculture was the cornerstone of development. Seven
months later, he issued the paper “Socialism and Rural Development,” in which he
formally launched the villagization program. In this 30-page document, he argued
that the only way to defeat poverty in Tanzania was to build rural agriculture, which
employed the vast majority of the population at the time. He proposed the primary
vehicle to build rural agriculture to be ujamaa villages, in which all Tanzanians
would “live and work together for the good of all.” The document lacked specific
details about how ujamaa villages would be organized, but he argued that living and
working in concentrated villages would not only allow for better provision of social
services such as education, health and water supply but would also enable farmers to
adopt modern methods of production such as tractors. A key feature of his proposal
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was the voluntary nature of the villages. He argued that people should be either
persuaded or shown by example that living and working together will benefit them
and provide “a more secure living.”

Stage 1: Arusha Declaration and launch of villagization program (19671972)
Ujamaa villages took o↵ very slowly. Only 180 villages had been established
fifteen months after the announcement of the plan to move the entire rural Tanzania into ujamaa villages. Various reasons contributed to the slow take-o↵ of this
program. Nyerere’s 30-page paper announcing the program had very few practical
details on how the program was to be implemented. Even basic questions were unanswered such as “how many households should an ujamaa village have?” or “how
close do people have to live to be called an ujamaa village?” There was no clear
role for the government or the sole party in the country, Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), in the implementation of the program. In fact, the role of the
government was intended to be minimal and limited to persuading and educating
people about the benefits of ujamaa villages (Cli↵e et al., 1975).
Nyerere announced two changes in 1969 that sped up the establishment of ujamaa
villages (Coulson, 2013). First, the government issued a circular that ordered government departments to give spending priority to ujamaa villages. Second, Nyerere
allowed a limited amount of force to be used to expedite the formation of villages
although he had clearly hitherto ruled out the use of compulsion. By the end of
1970, almost 2,000 ujamaa villages had been established with close to half a million Tanzanians living in them. Since the government had not announced a clear
demarcation of communal and private activities, private farming was prevalent in
most villages (Cli↵e et al., 1975). Most of this took the form of “block-farming,”
in which the communal land was split up into parcels that households cultivated
privately and kept its proceeds. By the end of 1972 and five years after the announcement of the villagization program, only two million people had moved into
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some 5,500 ujamaa villages across the country, less than 15% of the population at
the time (Coulson, 2013).
Stage 2: Acceleration of villagization program (1973-1975)
Nyerere was increasingly frustrated with the slow pace of movement into villagization and declared in November 1973 that “to live in villages is an order” and
that everyone had to move to villages by the end of 1976 (McHenry, 1979; Coulson,
2013). Having realized that getting people to work together was going to be received
with much more resistance than living together, he practically abandoned the policy
of working together but emphasized the living together aspect of the policy going
forward. Over the next three years, various relocation operations such as “Operation Sogeza”, “Operation Dodoma”, and “Operation Imparnati” were conducted
throughout the country. Various organs of the government including the police,
army, and TANU officials engaged in an all-out e↵ort to move people to villages
(Coulson, 2013). This often entailed showing up in rural areas in trucks and forcing
people to pack their belongings before moving them to a nearby village. Most relocations only covered short distances and often were only a few miles away. But
families had to leave all their belongings and their houses and move to a new place
where they would re-establish themselves. The village sites were most often decided
by party and government officials that had little local knowledge, but the primary
criterion for site selection was that it had to be on or near an all-weather road
(Coulson, 2013).
Force was often used in moving people to villages during this stage of villagization
and included burning or tearing down of houses and other physical property. But
few incidents were reported of physical violence being used against individuals for
resisting a move to villages (Coulson, 2013; McHenry, 1979). The use of force
distinguished this phase from the first stage of the villagization program. Opposition
against the program was not significant and was limited to people hiding, fleeing,
or bribing to delay their move to villages. Most Tanzanians complied with the
villagization drive because of persuasion by party and government officials, incentives
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promised to them, and compulsion in the form of destruction of property (McHenry,
1979). The villagization drive of 1973-1976 turned out to be immensely successful.
Approximately two million people were living in villages at the end of 1972. The
implementation was declared to have been e↵ectively implemented by the end of
1975 (Coulson, 2013). By February 1977, 13 million people, out of a population of
17 million, were living in about 8,000 villages across the country (Coulson, 2013).5
Although the drive to move people to villages was very successful, getting people
to work together was not. Households resisted working in communal farms and
the general trend was “block farming”: communal land that was split into small
parcels to be cultivated by individual households. By the end of the 1970s, a third
of all villages practiced some form of communal farming but this contributed to
less than 2.5% of national GDP, a very small fraction compared with nearly 40%
for all of agriculture (McHenry, 1979). Communal farms were most often parcels
of land that all households would contribute labor towards. The proceeds would
be allocated towards community activities such as buying water pipes or building
schools, and the rest would be shared among households. There was much more
success at non-farming activities such as building schools, dispensaries, and water
supply facilities. Communal farming did not generate much support, most often due
to confusion over the rules for working together and distributing income from the
communal farm (von Freyhold, 1979).
Aside from villagization, Tanzania also went through major changes in the economy (Ellis and Mdoe, 2003). Major productive institutions such as manufacturing
industries, agricultural estates, and service sector enterprises were nationalized and
operated through parastatal agencies that were indirectly operated by officials appointed by the government. The government introduced comprehensive controls on
agricultural prices and markets through crop marketing agencies. In summary, the
5

The precise number of people relocated has been debated in the literature. Thomas (1985)
argues that although the 1978 Census reports that 13 million Tanzanians lived in villages, only 8-9
million were likely to have been relocated while the rest were simply labeled as official government
villages and counted in official statistics. Lorgen (2000) suggests that the relocated population
may have been as low as 5 million.
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government control of economic activity increased sharply in the decade after the
Arusha Declaration.
Stage 3: Stagnation and abandonment of villagization program (19761982)
The immediate impact of the villagization program was far more positive in the
provision of public services than in agricultural production (Collier, 1988). Primary
enrolment increased from 32% in 1965 to 87% in 1985. Access to safe water in rural
areas increased from 9% in 1973 to 28% in 1985. Infant mortality fell from 139 in
1965 to 111 per 1000 live births by 1985.6 However, this was accompanied by a sharp
decline in incomes (Collier, 1988). Real per capita income in 1982/3 was between
41% and 51% 7 of the level in 1974/5 and between 55% and 68% of the level in 1969,
with urban incomes faring worse (Bevan et al., 1988). An immediate impact of the
villagization program was that the agricultural production dropped because of the
disruption caused by the unprecedented scale of dislocation (Coulson, 2013; Kikula,
1997).
This dismal situation in agricultural output was only made worse by the war
with Uganda from October 1978 to April 1979. Uganda invaded the Kagera region
of Tanzania. Tanzania then retaliated by invading Uganda and eventually ousting
the president, Idi Amin. The cost of this war for Tanzania was very heavy as the war
absorbed scarce resources and was followed by shortages in food, fuel, and imported
goods (Coulson, 2013). Agricultural exports, a major source of foreign exchange
earnings at the time, were hit seriously. Tanzanian exports of cotton, sisal, and
cashew nuts (commodities with the largest export volumes in 1970) declined by
55% , 59% , and 80% , respectively, between 1970 and 1982 (Edwards, 2014).8
This contributed to a balance of payments crisis and the implementation of an IMF
6

According to World Bank (2015), Tanzania’s neighbors Kenya, Uganda, Mozambique, and
Malawi also witnessed big increases in life expectancy and a drop in infant mortality during this
period. Thus, it is hard to say how much of the progress in measures of human development can
be attributed to villagization and Nyerere’s other policies.
7
The range captures the uncertainty in the inflation level in the late-1970s and early-1980s,
which ? argue was higher than the official level reported by the government.
8
According to estimates in Biermann (1990), the decline in the value of exports of these commodities was also in a similar scale.
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and World Bank’s Structural Adjustment Program in the 1980s. The villagization
program finally came to an end after the Local Government Finances Act of 1982
repealed the Villages and Ujamaa Villages Act of 1975. Nyerere voluntarily left
power in 1985, after which the Structural Adjustment Program began a slow reversal
of the policies that he had introduced.

3.4

Data and descriptive statistics

The goal of this study is to examine if villagization still has a legacy on the economic
well-being of Tanzanian households. The nature of this study necessitates the use
of data from a variety of sources and collected at di↵erent points in time. The
measure of villagization I use is the intensity of villagization, which is the share of
the district population living in planned (registered) villages in the 1978 population
census. This census collected data on the precise location and population of all
government-planned villages. According to this census, 13.7 out of 17.5 million
Tanzanians, or 78.3% of the population were living in planned villages. The average
intensity of villagization across the 94 districts in mainland Tanzania was 73%.
Zanzibar is excluded from the analysis because the villagization program was not
implemented there and it was largely governed as an independent state until the
late 1980s (Shivji, 2008).9 The primary dataset I use to examine current economic
outcomes is the Tanzania Household Budget Survey (HBS) 2011-12. Conducted
by the Tanzania National Bureau of Statistics, this survey is used to generate the
official estimate of poverty. This is a representative survey of mainland Tanzania.10
Interviews were conducted with 10,186 households, out of which 10,063 households
were included in the estimation sample after dropping observations with missing
values.
I also use data on current economic outcomes from the Tanzania National Panel
9

Zanzibar is an important part of Tanzania and was merged with mainland Tanzania (previously
called Tanganyika) to form the United Republic of Tanzania in 1964. According to the 1978 Census,
Zanzibar accounted for 0.5 million (3.1%) of the Tanzanian population.
10
HBS excludes Zanzibar, but this is not a concern for this paper as Zanzibar is excluded from
all analysis.
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Survey (NPS) undertaken as a part of the World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Survey - Integrated Surveys of Agriculture (LSMS-ISA) project. NPS is
a comprehensive multi-topic and panel survey that interviewed 3,265 households
in 2008/9, 3,924 households in 2010/11, and 5,011 households in 2012/13. The
full sample included 10,117 observations pooled from three NPS waves after dropping observations with missing values. The second and third waves attempted to
interview all individuals covered in the first round, even if they had moved to a
di↵erent location or joined a new household. Of all the original respondents, 90%
of individuals and 95% of households were also re-interviewed in the third wave.

11

Table 3.1 provides descriptive statistics on the variables used in the analysis. The
primary outcome measure I examine is the annual per capita consumption of HBS
households. I also examine household per capita income of HBS households as an
alternative outcome measure. I analyze these same variables and household assets
using data from NPS to confirm my findings. I follow Filmer and Pritchett (2001)
to aggregate asset variables into an index using Principal Component Analysis.12
Figure 3.2 presents results from a local polynomial regression of the log of household consumption in 2011/12 on the district-level measure of villagization in 1978.13
It suggests a strong negative correlation between these two variables, although at
this point it is unclear whether or not this relationship is robust to the inclusion of
control variables. Finally, I use characteristics of Tanzanian districts to control for
geographic di↵erences prior to villagization using data collected primarily by Jensen
and Mkama (1968), who were a part of the UN Resident Mission based in Dar es
11

My second measure of villagization is taken from the community questionnaire of NPS. If an
NPS community was formed during the villagization program it was asked how many new people
moved into the community as a part of the program. The possible answers to this question were
“a lot”, “some”, “very few”, or “none”. I use these two questions to categories all 349 communities
into three categories: “old village, no new residents” (14.67%), “old village, some new residents”
(13.92%), and “new village, all new residents” (71.41%).
12
See Section 4.3 for further details on this method. My asset index is composed of 34 assets,
which incorporate at least some of the following types of assets: housing quality, furniture, consumer durables, and productive assets. The following assets have the highest weights: television,
lighting from electricity, high-quality floor, mobile telephone, iron, fridge, sofas, and air-conditioner.
13
Local polynomial regression is a non-parametric technique for smoothing scatter plots. Instead
of parametric regressions that estimate parameters for a pre-determined family of functions, this
technique relaxes that assumption so that the estimated plot fits the data more accurately. I use
the Epanechnikov kernel function to calculate the weighted local polynomial estimate.
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Salaam at that time. These data mostly come from the 1967 Census and include
the following variables: district government revenues, number of cattle heads per
person, number of dispensaries per 1,000 people, birth rate, death rate, and primary
school enrolment per head of population.
Table 3.1: Summary statistics

3.5

Methodology and identification strategy

Figure 3.1 outlines the timeline of this study, in which the outcome variables during
2011/12 are a function of the intensity of villagization measured during the 1978
census. The primary specification I estimate is expressed in equation 3.1 below.
Let yi be the log of household i’s annual per capita consumption. The primary ex-
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Figure 3.2: Local polynomial regression plot of current consumption on villagization
in 1978

planatory variable is x1i , which represents the household’s exposure to villagization,
measured as a share of household i’s district population that lived in planned villages
in the 1978 census (Figure 3.3).14 X2i is a vector of covariates measured in 1967,
prior to villagization, that may also a↵ect i’s consumption during 2011-12. I also
control for a vector of current household characteristics (X3i ) that may influence
household consumption.
If households are randomly subjected to the villagization variable, we could estimate the marginal e↵ect of villagization on current consumption by ordinary least
squares estimation on the pooled data as:

yi =

0

+ x1i

1

+ x2i

2

+ x3i

3

+ "i

where observation i = 1, 2, . . . , N represents HBS households.

(3.1)

1

is our primary

coefficient of interest, and "i is an independently distributed error term. If districts in
1978 were not randomly subjected to villagization but were instead allocated due to
unobservable factors such as remoteness or socio-political reasons that are correlated
with current consumption, then the OLS coefficient of villagization is potentially
14

Figure A.1 (page 127) presents the locations of all planned villages and urban areas that the
author encoded using data from the 1978 Census.
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biased. I control for district-level covariates in order to account for other factors
that could also a↵ect household consumption. Even with these controls, unobserved
but time-varying district characteristics a↵ecting household consumption could be
a concern.
As noted above, I employ the instrumental variables (IV) technique to overcome
this identification challenge by instrumenting villagization with sporadic droughts
across Tanzania during 1973-75. I discuss the validity of this instrument in detail in
the results section. I estimate the IV model using two-stage least squares, for which
equation 3.1 is the second stage equation. The first-stage equation is:

x1i = ↵0 + zi ↵1 + x2i ↵2 + x3i ↵3 + µi

(3.2)

where zi is my instrument for the endogenous variable x1i , µ1i is the error term,
which I assume to be normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance.
The identification assumption is that the IV estimate of

1

is an unbiased estimate

of the marginal e↵ect of villagization on household consumption if the relevance
condition holds (↵1 6= 0) and the instrument is orthogonal to the error term in the
second stage, i.e. E(z 0 ") = 0.
I instrument the intensity of villagization in 1978 with sporadic droughts across
Tanzania during 1973-75, the years when most of the villagization program was
implemented across the country. Table 3.2 suggests that these were relatively dry
years, with average rainfall across Tanzania being 0.26 standard deviations below the
long-run average. In contrast, the periods 1970-72 and 1976-78 experienced rainfall
very close to the long-run average. These droughts in certain parts of Tanzania are
widely reported in the literature as forcing the government to import large quantities
of grains to meet the shortfall in domestic production (von Freyhold, 1979; Coulson,
2013; Lofchie, 1978). Figure A.2 (page 128) shows that rainfall patterns across
Tanzania were very di↵erent between 1973-75, 1970-72, and 1976-78. A commonly
used argument and threat by government and party officials to move people into
planned villages was that only those living in planned villages would receive drought
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Figure 3.3: Share of district population living in planned villages in 1978 (Source:
Tanzania Census 1978)

relief from the government. For example, von Freyhold (1979) says that droughts
meant “a new pressure was created to persuade outsiders to join the villages. This
took the form of distributing famine relief only to members of the Ujamaa village.”15
My instrumentation strategy improves upon a similar one adopted by Osafo-Kwaako
(2012) but uses a much richer dataset on rainfall and a more accurate method to
estimate district-level rainfall.16
I use station-level rainfall data from 279 stations across Tanzania and 53 stations
near its borders with neighboring countries Zambia, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique,
15
The period between 1973-75 was not the only time when droughts were followed by announcements of villagization campaigns, although this is when these campaigns were intensified and scaled
up. For example, Mascarenhas (1977) says that “[f]ollowing the drought of 1969, the government
announced that a major resettlement operation would take place and people would have to live in
planned villages.”
16
Osafo-Kwaako (2012) uses data from 108 rainfall stations across Tanzania and allocates a
rainfall value from the nearest station to the entire district. I use data from 332 stations in
Tanzania obtained from the Tanzania Meteorological Association. I spatially interpolate this data
before taking district averages for analysis. Doing this is preferable to taking the value of rainfall
from one specific location in the district (as Osafo-Kwaako (2012) does), given the geographic
diversity of Tanzania.
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Table 3.2: Summary statistics on instrument

Uganda, Burundi, and DR Congo.17 Two-thirds of my station data were obtained
from the Tanzanian Meteorological Agency, while the remainder were obtained from
the Global Historical Climate Network database.18 Although I have raw data on
rainfall from nearly a thousand rainfall stations across Tanzania, I keep only those
years with at least 11 months of reported data for any given station and rainfall
stations that report at least 20 years of data between 1940 and 2000.19

3.6
3.6.1

Results and robustness checks
Validity of the instruments

A major concern in my analysis is that the intensity of villagization may have been
associated with district characteristics prior to villagization that are also correlated
with current outcomes. To address this question, I examine if systematic di↵erences
exist between districts by the intensity of villagization. Table 3.3 compares 1967
characteristics of districts grouped by intensity of villagization. The last two sets
of columns contain di↵erences between the districts grouped by the intensity of
villagization. The results suggest that although there were di↵erences across districts
prior to villagization in many variables and that we need to address this fact in our
analysis.
Although the results in Table 3.3 mitigate some concerns that districts with
greater potential to be well-o↵ in the future may have been subjected less to vil17

I spatially interpolate data from rainfall stations by kriging, a method commonly used by
geographers for this purpose (Earls and Dixon). I then take district averages of rainfall to calculate
the z-score of rainfall for each district relative to the long-run mean for 1940-2000.
18
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ghcnm/v2.php
19
This ensures that the annual data on stations are as complete and accurate as possible.
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Table 3.3: Di↵erences between districts prior to villagization

lagization, the three groups of districts in Table 3.3 may have been systematically
di↵erent in unobservable characteristics. I therefore instrument villagization in order to address this issue. Finally, a valid instrument should not directly a↵ect the
outcome variable but should do so only through the instrument. This can be crudely
examined by including the instrument in the OLS model. Results of this specification are presented in Column 5 of Table 3.4, where we can see that the droughts
during 1973-75 are not a significant predictor of consumption of HBS households in
2012/13 once the district villagization variable is included.
I instrument the district-level intensity of villagization with the district-level
Z-score of rainfall during 1973-75 relative to the long-run rainfall for the district
during 1940-2000. Table 3.2 suggests that rainfall during these years was 0.26 of
a standard deviation below the long-run mean, while the rainfall during the three
years before and after these years were much closer to the long-run mean. These
were also the years when the villagization program was ramped up after Nyerere
declared that “to move to villages is an order” (Coulson, 2013; McHenry, 1979;
Boesen et al., 1986). Widespread droughts were reported to be a commonly-used
excuse by officials to force people to move to planned villages.20 Figure A.2 (page
20

Households were often told that the government would not be able to provide drought relief
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Table 3.4: Determinants of the log of household per capita consumption in HBS (1st
stage IV results)

128) suggests that droughts did not occur evenly across Tanzania and that rainfall
was particularly severe around Lake Victoria in the north and in the south-west
parts of the country during 1973-75. I exploit this exogenous spatial variation in
drought as my instrument.
Table 3.4 presents estimates from the first stage of the IV estimation in which
to households that did not move to one of the new settlements (Boesen et al., 1986). Schneider
(2014) (page 322) and Bulletin of Tanzania A↵airs 1, page 10 also report of this strategy being
used by the Tanzanian government.
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we see that the Z-score of district rainfall during 1973-75 is a strong predictor of
villagization. Results in column (2) suggest that if a district received 0.26 standard
deviation less rainfall that the long-run average (the sample the average for 1973-75),
the share of a district population living in planned villages would have increased by
18 percentage points. The coefficient on the instrument is significant at the 1% level
and the Cragg-Donald F statistic in the first stage regression is comfortably above
the rule of thumb of 10 generally used in the literature.
These results are complemented by the fact that the Z-score of rainfall during
1970-72 and 1975-78 are not statistically significant predictors of villagization (Table
3.4 columns 1 and 3, respectively) and act as placebos for my instrument. When
all of these variables are included in the model (Table 3.4, column 4), only the Zscore for 1973-75 remains statistically significant, providing more confidence in the
instrument. The magnitude of the coefficients for the Z-score of rainfall in 197072 and 1976-78 is also much smaller than for 1973-75. All of these results suggest
that sporadic drought across Tanzania only had an e↵ect on villagization during the
narrow time-frame of 1973-75 and thus is a good instrument for my analysis.

3.6.2

Main results

Table 3.5 presents estimation results of the determinants of the log of household per
capita consumption. Column 1 presents the baseline results from OLS estimation.
Columns 2-6 address the endogeneity of villagization by instrumenting it with the
Z-score of rainfall during 1973-75 but also contain results from analyses on di↵erent
subsamples. Column 2 is my preferred specification as it contains results for the
full HBS sample. Columns 3-6 present results for the following sub-samples of HBS
households: residents of the largest city Dar es Salaam, residents of rural areas,
residents of urban areas, and households that are engaged in farming. All standard
errors are clustered at the district-level to account for within-district correlation in
the outcome variable.
The OLS and IV estimates are both negative and significant at the 1% level, sug-
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Table 3.5: Determinants of the log of household per capita consumption in HBS
(2nd stage IV results)

gesting a negative impact of the villagization program. The IV coefficient of -0.556
implies that if a district’s intensity of villagization in 1978 increased by one percentage point relative to the mean, consumption in 2011/12 would fall by 0.556%,
on average. The IV estimate is smaller than the OLS estimate, suggesting that
unobservable factors determining the current consumption (such as rural location)
are positively correlated with villagization. The OLS estimate of the coefficient
of villagization may reflect the additional e↵ect of the unobservable factors. The
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IV estimate is smaller than the OLS estimate because the IV method purges the
positive correlation between villagization and unobservable factors determining consumption. The fact that the impact of villagization is larger for currently rural
residents and farming households but not urban residents suggests that agriculture
may be a potential channel through which villagization may have a↵ected current
consumption. The next section examines this hypothesis in detail.
All household characteristics have the anticipated signs and are statistically significant at the 1% level. Larger households, households with a higher dependency
ratio, and female-headed households have lower consumption while households with
a literate and older household head are associated with higher per capita consumption. Cattle-holding is a statistically significant predictor of household consumption
at the 1% level in my preferred specification, suggesting that household wealth is
positively correlated with consumption. An extra head of cattle owned by a household is associated with 3.6% higher per capita household consumption on average,
holding other variables constant. The mean rainfall is not found to be a significant
predictor of household consumption, suggesting that households may have already
incorporated this variable into their decision-making.

3.6.3

Robustness checks

In this section, I examine if the result in the previous section holds when subjected
to various robustness checks. Are the results in Table 3.5 robust to an alternative
measure of villagization? An advantage of using NPS data to analyze the e↵ect of
the villagization program is that we can exploit an alternative measure of villagization. All 349 communities interviewed in NPS were asked if they were newly formed
during the villagization campaign in the 1970s. A majority of these communities
(71%) were in fact newly formed during this period, which permits the use of this
dummy variable as an alternative measure of villagization. Columns 3 and 4 of
Table ?? (page 47) present OLS and IV estimates with this alternative measure of
villagization. The IV estimate of villagization is larger than the coefficient using
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the district-level villagization measure (-1.014 vs. -0.522) and statistically significant at the 1% level. The OLS coefficient is indistinguishable from zero, possibly
due to attenuation bias resulting from measurement error in this variable. The IV
estimates are reassuring in the sense that if anything, a community-level measure of
villagization has the same sign and significance as the district-level measure. The
magnitude of the coefficients of the two measures of villagization cannot be compared meaningfully: the continuous measure of the intensity of villagization is at
the district level while the dichotomous measure simply says whether a community
was newly established during the villagization process or not.
Table 3.6: Dependent variable is log of household consumption (NPS data)

I then examine if results reported in Table 3.5 are robust to alternative outcome
measures. Table A.1 (page 129) presents the results of regressions in which the e↵ect
of villagization is examined on a variety of outcome measures using data from HBS.
The outcomes considered are household per capita income, an index of household
assets, average years of education in the household, whether the household has access
to piped water, and whether the household’s primary source of lighting is electricity.
The results are consistent with results in Table 3.5 villagization in 1978 had a
negative e↵ect on all of these outcomes. The result on education is particularly
surprising since universal education, although abandoned in the mid-1980s, was a
key feature of the villagization program.
I finally examine if results reported in Table 3.5 are driven by the presence of
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outliers. I conduct the estimation in Table 3.5 on a trimmed HBS sample without the
top and bottom 5% of households ranked by the dependent variable. I find that the
coefficient on villagization is negative (as in Table 3.5) and statistically significant
at least at the 5% level even in this trimmed sample, although the coefficient on
villagization increases from -0.556 to -0.408 (Table A.2 (page 129) ). This suggests
that my primary results are not driven by the presence of outliers, although they
appear to have a small impact on the magnitude of the coefficient.

3.7

Mechanism

This section discusses activity choice as a potential mechanism that explains why
villagization may have led to lower levels of outcomes even three decades after the
program was abandoned. Given the rush to move as many Tanzanians as possible
into government villages, choice of village location was often poorly thought through
and often made without adequately considering agriculture. A main requirement of
village construction was that it had to be along a major road. Many villages were
constructed along roads even when it was not suitable for agricultural production
in terms of carrying capacity or water prospects. (Kjekshus, 1977).
Various reasons have b
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Table 3.7: Determinants of household labor shares in di↵erent activities (NPS data)

Households may have to increasingly spend more of their labor share on agriculture instead of engaging in wage labor or non-agricultural self-employment because
severe restrictions were placed on market activity as a part of the villagization program. To test this hypothesis, I examine the shares of household labor devoted
to various activities during 12 months prior to the survey. Table 3.7 presents the
OLS and IV estimates of this analysis. We see that villagization is associated with
a higher share of household labor allocated to farming but lower shares are allocated to wage labor or self-employment. The IV estimates suggest a larger e↵ect
than the OLS estimates. This suggests that exposure to villagization may have
led to a reliance on agriculture as the primary source of livelihood, rather than
wage-employment or non-agricultural self-employment. Villagization may have had
a persistent and negative impact on current outcomes by preventing people from
moving out of agriculture.
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3.8

Conclusion

This paper attempts to examine if exposure to the villagization program in the
1970s had a persistent impact on outcomes three decades after the program was
abandoned. This is an important issue because of the scale of the program at its
height, about three quarters of Tanzanians were living in village locations planned
by the government. This program is known to have inflicted a heavy toll on the Tanzanian economy in its immediate aftermath (Bevan et al., 1988). This study aimed
to contribute to the literature on the legacy of large-scale government programs.
It addressed this question by analyzing outcomes at the household and geographic
level as a function of the exposure to the villagization program in the 1970s.
This paper addresses the endogeneity of the intensity of the villagization program
by instrumenting it with sporadic droughts across Tanzania during 1973-75, when
the villagization program was ramped up. I find suggestive evidence that exposure to
villagization in 1970s is associated with lower levels of current outcomes. This finding
is robust to the choice of the dataset, outliers, and the measure of villagization used.
The fact that sporadic droughts may have had a key role in the implementation of
the villagization program in Tanzania is an example of the important role that
contingencies such as weather events often have in determining government policy
(Banerjee and Duflo (2014) review this literature).
Some weaknesses in this analysis could be addressed in future work, given data
availability. This paper does not delve into which aspects of agriculture may have
been hardest hit by the villagization program. Analyzing agricultural productivity
or the use of modern inputs may be potential areas for further work. This study
also does not explore other potential mechanisms that may explain why villagization may have had a persistent e↵ect on economic outcomes even three decades
after the program was abandoned. My analysis ignores outcomes such as access
to infrastructure or the provision of social services (for example, health facilities,
schools, or water supply) that may have been positively a↵ected by the villagization
program. Understanding the long-run consequences of the villagization program is
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of huge importance given the significant influence it had and continues to have on
the lives of Tanzanians.
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Chapter 4
Rainfall shocks and activity
choices of Tanzanian households
4.1

Introduction

Although three-quarters of the employed Tanzanian population is engaged in agriculture, only 0.5% of agricultural land is equipped for irrigation (World Bank, 2013).
As a consequence, unpredictable rainfall is a major source of income uncertainty for
Tanzanian households. Inability to manage this income risk has been found to hurt
their welfare and investment decisions (Dercon, 2008; Rosenzweig and Binswanger,
1993; Porter, 2012). Households could deal with income uncertainty using a variety
of strategies such as informal risk-sharing (Fafchamps and Lund, 2003), precautionary savings (Dustmann, 1997), or asset depletion (Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1993).
In this paper, I examine if households use labor strategies to manage income risk
arising from unreliable rainfall.
Understanding how households manage income uncertainty is important for multiple reasons. An important pathway out of poverty is for individuals to receive
higher returns to their labor the asset they are most abundant in. Understanding
labor strategies of households may help understand the constraints that prevent
people from moving out of poverty. What is worse, African weather is expected to
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become more variable in the future. Although the consequences of climate change
for Africa are uncertain and will likely vary by sub-region, the consensus among
climate scientists is that many regions of Africa will experience droughts and floods
with higher frequency and intensity in the future (Collier et al., 2008; IPCC, 2007).
We need to understand how households are a↵ected by rainfall risk and how they
are responding to it. This may inform policy-making in regard to irrigation, credit
market, insurance markets, and weather prediction.
My primary research question in this paper is whether Tanzanian households facing income risk arising from unpredictable and harsh weather use labor strategies
to manage this risk. Tanzania is a good country for studying this issue since rainfed agriculture is the predominant source of employment. Moreover, it is a geographically diverse country that consists of mountains, plateaus, lakes, and coastal
regions. These result in varied rainfall patterns across the country that could be
exploited in an empirical analysis. It is plausible that in areas where rainfall is low
and unpredictable, households do not rely solely on agriculture but diversify their
income-generating activities away from agriculture and towards nonfarm activities
in an e↵ort to smooth income. I tackle this issue by examining household labor
supply in farming, wage labor, and self-employment activities using the Tanzanian
National Panel Survey conducted in three waves between 2008/9 and 2012/13.
The existing literature on whether households use labor strategies to manage
income risk arising from wide distributions of rainfall and rainfall shocks focuses
mostly on South Asia, where households appear to participate in non-agricultural
work as a means to manage rainfall risk (Skoufias et al., 2015; Bandyopadhyay and
Skoufias, 2012; Menon, 2009; Rose, 2001). This study attempts to contribute to
the literature on Sub-Saharan Africa on this theme by examining multiple activities
that households are engaged in and by using a rainfall dataset with rich spatial and
extended temporal coverage. A key challenge in addressing this issue is the fact that
households that engage in di↵erent activities may be a non-random sample of the
population, an issue I deal with by implementing the Heckman two-step estimation
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technique. I find suggestive evidence that Tanzanian households use labor strategies
to deal with income risk arising from unpredictable rainfall. Households appear to
be reallocating labor between farming and self-employment in response to rainfall
shocks. I do not find evidence that households rely on the market for wage labor to
respond to rainfall shocks, suggesting imperfections in the Tanzanian labor market.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the empirical literature that examines how households are a↵ected by and manage weather risk. Section
3 describes the two datasets I use in this study: the Tanzania National Panel Survey
and satellite-based rainfall data for Tanzania. Section 4 explains the methodology
used in this paper. Section 5 presents the main results, while Section 6 presents results of robustness checks on the primary results presented in the previous section.
Section 7 summarizes the findings and provides some concluding remarks.

4.2

Relevant literature

Households in developing countries face a variety of risks and shocks that a↵ect
their wellbeing (Dercon, 2008). They may face risks, such as unreliable rainfall, that
imply an insecure environment. They may also face various shocks, or unexpected
negative events, such as drought, illness, or death. Sinha et al. (2002) use the term
damaging fluctuations to describe factors that a↵ect welfare such as violence, natural
disasters, harvest failure, disease, reduced access to productive work, or worsened
terms of trade. The incidence and magnitude of a particular type of risk depends
on the location, community, household, and individual. Despite household attempts
to deal with these risks, they often have adverse consequences for household welfare
(Dercon, 2004).
Some strategies households use to respond to risks are designed to reduce exposure to shocks, to rely on assets to smooth consumption, and to share risks informally
with others (Fafchamps, 2003). Households and communities can reduce exposure to
the risk of malaria, for example, by spraying insecticides to kill mosquitoes or relocating to an area that is less infested with mosquitoes. Other strategies that reduce
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exposure to shocks include diversifying income sources, specializing in a particular
activity, and maintaining flexible production schedules. Alternatively, households
can cope with risk by sharing it with others in the community’s social networks
so that their consumption does not fluctuate as much as their income does. There
is increasing evidence that despite various strategies, they are able to fully insure
themselves against the various risks they face. Households are better equipped to
protect themselves against idiosyncratic shocks but not covariate shocks such as
extremely low levels of rainfall (Dercon, 2004; Porter, 2012). They also diversify to
supplement their agricultural income during o↵-seasons, to manage risk, and as a
response to market failures (Barrett et al., 2001).
Recent literature has recognized the important role of rainfall as a source of risk
to household income. Menon (2009) and Bandyopadhyay and Skoufias (2012) find
that agricultural households in Nepal and Bangladesh, respectively, are more likely
to have a member of the household participating in a non-agricultural activity in
areas that have historically received more variable rainfall. Ito and Kurosaki (2009)
and Kochar (1999) find that Indian households devote a larger share of work hours
to non-agricultural work in areas with more variable rainfall. Similarly, Rose (2001)
finds that agricultural households in India are more likely to participate in the
labor market in response to both weather shocks and historical weather variability.
Although the existing evidence is mostly from South Asia, some studies have found
that households in Sub-Saharan Africa choose to move out of agriculture if faced
with greater rainfall variability (Dercon, 1998; Porter, 2012). Households manage
weather risk by diversifying their income sources, although risk management may not
be the only reason they diversify incomes. Agricultural households could diversify
income in two ways. First, if they decide to remain in agriculture, they could plant
weather-resistant crops or varieties (Dercon, 1998). Second, they could decide to
engage in activities outside of their farms by either starting a family business or by
working for someone else for a wage.
An important pathway out of poverty is for individuals to receive higher returns
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to their labor, one of their most important assets. Understanding labor strategies of
households may help us understand the constraints that prevent people from moving
out of poverty (Banerjee and Duflo, 2007; de Weerdt, 2010; Dercon, 2004). There is
increasing evidence that despite the use of various strategies, households are not able
to fully insure themselves against the various risks they face, particularly, covariate
shocks such as extremely low levels of rainfall (Dercon, 2005; Porter, 2012). Estudillo
et al. (2012) and Bezu and Barrett (2012) remind us that the quality of nonfarm
work matters more than the quantity since the poorest households also participate
in activities with the lowest returns. Moreover, Porter (2012) suggests that despite
diversification, households may not be able to be fully able to insure themselves
against covariate as opposed to idiosyncratic risks.
This paper aims to contribute to the literature in several ways. It adds to the thin
literature on whether households use labor strategies to manage income risk arising
from rainfall variability in Sub-Saharan countries. This issue is especially important
in Tanzanian, where agriculture is predominantly rain-fed and rainfall is variable
over space and time. This study also pays careful attention to multiple activities that households may be engaged in by estimating the number of working days
that household members allocate to agriculture, wage labor, and non-agricultural
self-employment. Finally, most of the existing literature relies on rainfall data collected from weather stations or information provided by households, both of which
could potentially exhibit poor quality. This study uses high-resolution rainfall data
collected by weather satellites with superior spatial and temporal coverage than
station-based data.

4.3

Data and descriptive statistics

Tanzania National Panel Survey (NPS)
I conduct my analysis using the Tanzania National Panel Survey (NPS). Conducted as a part of the World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Survey - Integ-
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rated Surveys of Agriculture (LSMS-ISA) project, NPS is a multi-topic household
survey with a special focus on agriculture and was conducted on 3,265 households
in 2008/9, 3,924 households in 2010/11, and 5,010 households in 2012/13. The first
wave of NPS was designed to be a nationally representative sample. The second
wave attempted to interview everyone interviewed in the first round, even if they
had moved to a di↵erent location or joined a new household. The re-interview rate
was high: 95% of all individuals and 87% of all households interviewed in the first
wave were interviewed in all three waves.
I examine two outcome variables as measures of household labor strategies as
they are together more likely to give a better picture of household labor strategies
than a single measure. The first is a three-category variable that measures the
degree to which a household has moved away from agriculture. I classify households
into three groups: those that engage only in self-employed agriculture, those that
combine agriculture with a non-agricultural activity, and those that engage only in
non-agricultural work. By agricultural work, I mean production of staples, livestock,
cash crops, and fruit trees, as well as agricultural labor. Non-agricultural work
includes casual labor in non-agricultural work (with contracts shorter than a month),
salaried wage, or self-employment (with or without employees). Table 4.1 presents
descriptive statistics of NPS. We see that 23% of NPS households are engaged only
in agriculture, 41% combine agriculture with a non-agricultural activity, and 30%
are engaged only in non-agricultural activities.1
The second outcome variable I examine is the number of working days that the
household allocated to self-employed agriculture, wage labor, and self-employment
in the 12 months prior to the survey. I define the household working days to be the
sum of days worked by all members. Annual household days in farming includes
time spent in the farm cultivated by the household. Any part time or full time
work done for a wage, including in agriculture, is counted as wage employment.
1
Agricultural wage labor is not a common activity in Tanzania. In NPS3, 5% of the respondents
report having worked for a wage in agriculture. The median days worked by these individuals in
this activity was 16 days.
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Self-employment includes any non-agricultural activity (such as retail trade or small
business) in which household members are engaged in but are not paid a wage. I
compute the total annual working days of each individual as the sum of days worked
in self-employed agriculture, wage labor, and self-employment activities outside of
agriculture. For agriculture, I aggregate the number of days that individuals spent
on planting, weeding, and harvesting crops during the long and the short rainy
season.2 Unfortunately, the labor data in NPS do not contain information on the
household working days devoted to livestock, a major economic activity for about
half of all NPS households.3
Data on wage labor are collected on the primary and secondary jobs of all household members. I assume that the salaried workers (those with at least monthly
contracts) worked for 52 weeks during the last year while casual workers (with contracts shorter than a month) worked only for 26 weeks. I use information on both
the primary and secondary self-employment activity of individuals. The conversion
factors for working hours that I used are as follows: 1 year equals 52 weeks, 1 month
equals 4.35 weeks, 1 week of full-time work equals 40 hours, and 1 week of part time
work equals 20 hours. I compute all labor data in days, rather than hours, because
most questions in NPS that elicited the amount of time worked in various activities
(especially, agriculture) did so in days.
On average, NPS respondents worked for 63 days in the 12 months prior to the
survey (Table B.3, page 132). This number is higher for men (73 days) than for
women (53 days).4 The amount of work women and men do is approximately the
same in farming and self-employment, but men work for than twice as many days
as women in wage labor (34 vs. 14 days). On average, children between 5 and 14
2

This may underestimate the total agricultural labor since it only includes time allocated to
seasonal crops but not permanent or cash crops such as co↵ee, cashew nuts, or bananas.
3
Although information is available on time spent in collecting firewood and fetching water
(which are also productive activities), I do not use them because this information only relates to
the previous day; extrapolating this information to the previous 12 months could result in large
errors.
4
22% of children (between 5 and 14 years of age) work at least one day. Most of this work
(78%) was done in farming. The median number days worked by the children that worked at least
one day is 21, whereas the mean is 41 days.
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years of age work about 6 days per year, whereas adults between 15 and 64 years
of age work 90 days, and those older than 64 years worked for 58 days(Table B.4,
page 132). What is surprising that is that the elderly spent more days in farming
(41 days) than adults between 15 and 64 years of age.
A typical NPS household worked for 273 days during the previous 12 months,
of which it allocated 112 days to farming, 102 days to wage labor, and 58 days to
self-employment(Table B.5, page 132). This number is fairly consistent across the
NPS waves, except for the fact that households allocated more days to wage labor
over time (21 days in NPS1 to 26 days in NPS3).
Table B.6 (page 132) presents di↵erences between labor supply of rural and
urban households. Urban residents spend much more time in wage labor and selfemployment than in farming, while this pattern is the opposite for rural residents.
This table also suggests that agriculture is primarily a rural phenomenon, urban
households are also engaged in this activity. A typical rural household allocates
158 days to agriculture per year, whereas an urban household allocates 27 days per
year. On the other hand, wage labor is much more an urban activity (180 days)
than a rural activity (60 days). Self-employment is also much more prevalent in
urban areas (83 days) than in rural areas (46 days). Urban households worked for
more days than rural households (290 days vs. 264 days), although a part of this
di↵erence could be due to the fact that the days worked do not include time spent
tending livestock and perennial plants such as fruit trees and cash crops.
Table B.7 (page 133) presents a cross-tabulation of between household labor
supply and the diversification status of households. We see that urban households
that that only work in agriculture spend fewer days in this activity than similar
households in rural areas (108 vs. 182 days). This could possibly be due to the fact
that urban households are more likely to engage in profitable cash crops, which may
also demand less time, than rural households.
I control for a variety of covariates at the household and community levels. A
typical household in the sample has 5.15 members, has a dependency ratio (share of
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members younger than 15 years or older than 64 years) of 0.42. Nearly two-thirds
of the sample resides in rural areas. I also control for assets owned by the household
by conducting a principal component analysis, from which I use the first principal
component in my model.5 I similarly create an index of shocks unrelated to the
weather that households reported to have experienced in the previous five years.
About a fifth of the sample households split o↵ from the main household between
survey waves and a quarter of the households are headed by women.
Table 4.1: Summary statistics (NPS waves 1-3, pooled data)

Rainfall data
Development economists began examining rainfall as a source of the income risk
faced by households (Rosenzweig, 1988; Fafchamps, 1993; Paxson, 1992; Rosenzweig
and Binswanger, 1993). The earliest studies on developing countries focused on a
variety of measures including e↵ects of its mean level (Rosenzweig (1988) on India,
Fafchamps (1993) in Benin), timing and frequency of rainfall (Rosenzweig and Bin5
Since it is unclear which assets owned by households may be important in their choice of
activities, I use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to condense the multiple dimensions of
assets into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables (principal components). I use the first principal
component to represent the household asset score in my analysis.
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swanger, 1993), and variability of rainfall (Paxson, 1992). With better rainfall data,
a second generation of studies used rainfall shocks for their analysis (Kochar, 1999;
Maccini and Yang, 2009; Miguel, 2005; Porter, 2012). Dercon and Krishnan (2000)
and Miguel (2005) use self-reported data on drought conditions faced by households.
Although mean and standard deviation are the most commonly used measures, it
is noted that they do not adequately capture the riskiness of the natural environment that agricultural households face. Other measures of rainfall variability include
inter-annual variation, intra-annual, dry spells, rainy days per year, or timing of the
rainy season.
Broadly speaking, the rainfall data fall into these categories: weather station records, satellite images, and global analytical models. Perhaps the most widely-used
global weather dataset is the gridded data on temperature and rainfall published
by the Climate Research Unit (CRU), which has also been a major input into the
analyses of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Satellite-based
data became available from the 1990s after the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) began to compile weather data from geostationary satellites operated by various countries (Hu↵man et al., 1997). GPCP uses data from satellite
images of cloud cover calibrated against ground-based rain gauge data. Some studies
of the long term economic impact of climate change also utilize “reanalysis data,”
which is weather data produced by global physical models (Au↵hammer et al., 2013).
All three sources of rainfall and temperature data have di↵erent strengths and
weaknesses. Station-based datasets are the most accurate of these sources as they
are direct measures of rainfall at given locations. However, weather stations are
irregularly and sparsely located and the point data they collect must be spatially
interpolated before converting into area means. Another major weakness of station
data is that weather stations often shut down permanently or new ones get added,
leading to events that can introduce artificial discontinuities in weather data. The
strength of satellite-based data is better spatial coverage of weather outcomes compared with weather stations, especially for those parts of the world such as in Africa
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where few weather stations operate, although this is an indirect measure of rainfall.
I use satellite data collected by Tropical Applications of Satellite Data (TAMSAT) based at the University of Reading (Tarnavsky et al., 2014). TAMSAT uses
thermal infra-red satellite images to identify precipitating cumulonimbus clouds.
Essentially, this methodology uses cloud-top temperature as a proxy for rainfall.
This dataset is collected at a resolution of 0.0375 degrees (approximately, 4km X
4km cells) and is available, at a 10-day frequency, since 1983. I calculate the mean
and coefficient of variation of rainfall for every cell lying between 0 to -12.5 latitudes and at 28.5 to 41 longitudes. This yields approximately 100,000 cells that
cover all of Tanzania. I first calculate the annual total rainfall for 1983 to 2007.
I then compute the standard deviation (SD) of annual rainfall during this period.
A validation study finds that the correlation between TAMSAT and comparable
(but station-based) data from the Climate Research Unit and Global Precipitation
Climatology Centre is 0.85 and 0.70, respectively (Maidment et al., 2014).
Figure 4.1 presents the mean and coefficient of variation (ratio of SD and mean)
rainfall in Tanzania during 1983-2007. The figure shows the considerable amount
of variation in the level and variability of historical rainfall in Tanzania. A typical
household in the sample faces 720 mm of rainfall per year, with the sample minimum
of 527 mm and a maximum of 1331 mm. Similarly, a typical household faces a
standard deviation of rainfall of 142 mm. NPS households are spread out fairly
evenly across the country and that no large area is unrepresented in the sample.
Asset Index
When analyzing the role of weather in labor supply, controlling for the level of
assets owned by the household may be important. Assets may determine household
decisions to allocate labor across various sectors. Generating an index of all assets
owned by households is difficult since doing so requires collapsing various dimensions of data into one, the process of which invariably necessitates some simplifying
assumptions.
The first challenge in determining an asset index is which assets should be in-
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Figure 4.1: Mean and coefficient of variation of rainfall in Tanzania (1983-2007)

cluded to calculate the index. One could argue that the type of assets depends on
the outcome we are analyzing. The common types of wealth examined are physical
capital, human capital, social capital, financial capital, and natural capital (Ansoms
and McKay, 2010; Moser and Felton, 2007). The second challenge is deciding how
to aggregate the various asset variables into one. The simplest approach would be
to generate dummy variables representing whether a household owns a specific asset
before summing up the values for all the assets. This would give equal weight to all
of the variables, which is difficult to justify. A more accurate method, although informationally demanding and practically infeasible, may be to estimate the current
value of household assets by taking into account the current market resale value for
each asset.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an alternative approach to aggregating
asset variables into an index (Filmer and Pritchett, 2001; McKenzie, 2005). This
method entails calculating the first principal component, which can be used as the
proxy measure of wealth. The first principal component is a linear combination
of all the asset variables that, intuitively, captures the common information most
successfully (Filmer and Pritchett, 2001). The asset index (y) represented by the first
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principal component, for each household is computed using the following equation
(McKenzie, 2005)):

y = ↵1

x1

x̄1
s1

+ ↵2

x2

x̄2
s2

+ . . . + ↵n

xn

x̄n
sn

(4.1)

where, x represents the asset vector, and s represents the mean values of variable
xn . The weighting vector a=(a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) is obtained by transforming the matrix
of correlation between the various assets. The first principal component explains
the most variance in the assets, while the additional principal components explain
additional amount of variance while being uncorrelated with other principal components. Figure 3 shows that the first principal component explains most of the
variance observed in the data; this is also the variable that I use in my analysis.
Table B.1 (page 131) lists the summary statistics of all assets used to compute
the asset index. I chose the variables for the asset index to incorporate at least some
of the following types of variables: housing quality, furniture, consumer durables,
and productive assets. The following assets have the highest weights: television,
lighting from electricity, high-quality floor, mobile telephone, iron, fridge, sofas,
air-conditioner, cupboards/chests/wardrobes, and high-quality walls.
Table B.2 (page 131) tests the internal consistency of the asset index by plotting
the asset index against the log of per capital consumption quintile. We see that these
two variables are positively correlated. This makes intuitive sense since wealthy
households also have the ability to consume more in the short term than do poor
households.
Index of self-reported shocks
The shock index was constructed in a manner similar to the asset index, by using
principal component analysis. Although information was collected on 19 types of
shocks experienced by the household in the previous five years, severe water shortage
droughts/floods were excluded from the index as they are strongly correlated with
rainfall. The following variables were also excluded because either they were experi-
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enced by very few households or because they may be endogenous with the outcome
variable: fire, dwelling damaged or destroyed, jailed, loss of salaried employment,
loss of land, break-up of household, and household business failure. I constructed
the shock index separately for each NPS wave to allow for the possibility that the
magnitude of shocks may have been di↵erent during these two waves.

4.4

Methodology

The goal of this paper is to examine the role of rainfall shocks on the labor strategies
of households. I examine if households adjust labor allocation between di↵erent
activities in the face of variable rainfall in an environment with market imperfections.
In order to answer this, I provide a simple model of a farm household’s maximization
problem to motivate the estimation strategy. The estimation strategy consists of
two parts. In the first part, I analyze the determinants of the degree to which a
household has diversified away from agriculture. In the second part, I begin with
estimates of the household labor supply functions in farming, wage labor, and selfemployment. Finally, I address the large degree of censoring present in the labor
supply variable by implementing the Heckman two-step estimation.
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework underlying this empirical work builds on the model of
household’s labor supply decision elaborated in de Janvry et al. (1991) and Jolli↵e
(2004) in which households allocate labor between farm and o↵-farm work in the
presence of market imperfections. Let us consider a household that engages in
three economic activities: agricultural work, wage labor, and non-agricultural wageemployment. The household’s optimization problem is to maximize utility which
is a function of earnings from its activities, and leisure subject to the time budget
constraint:
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maximize
Lf ,Lw ,Ln

U {(Yf (Lf , Xf , ✓f ), Yw (Lw , Xw , ✓w ), Yn (Ln , Xn , ✓n )), (L(Xh )

subject to: L(Xh )
Li

Lf

Lw

L f + Lw + Ln

0 where i = f, w, n.
(4.2)

In the setup above, Y measures earnings from each activity. The subscript f denotes the farm variable, w denotes the wage variable, and s denotes non-agricultural
self-employment variable. L is household labor supply, X measures the stock of semifixed inputs such as assets, and represents unforeseen shocks that a↵ect income from
each activity. The total stock of potential household labor supply is a function of
household characteristics such as gender and age (Xh ). Although market prices and
the variable input choices in production are important variables, I abstract away
from them in my analysis.
de Janvry et al. (1991) show that production and consumption decisions of the
household are separable in this scenario if markets are complete. Households engage in each of the three activities such that the values of the marginal product of
agricultural labor, wage labor, and non-agricultural self-employment are equated to
an exogenously determined market wage. Although complete markets and separability are appealing in that they simplify household decisions, they often do not
exist. Benjamin (1992) shows that a testable implication of complete labor markets
is that the total supply of labor (household plus hired labor) does not depend on
household characteristics such as age and gender composition. I find that the null
hypothesis of complete markets is rejected in the NPS data (B.9, page 135).
If labor markets are not complete, de Janvry et al. (1991) show that the solution
to the household’s optimization problem described earlier is to allocate labor to
activities such that the marginal product of each activity is equal to an endogenously
determined shadow wage (ws ), which is a function of household characteristics and
factors that a↵ect profit.

Ln )}
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(4.3)

In the presence of an incomplete labor market, labor supply of the household in
this scenario is a function of household characteristics, prices, and shocks faced by
households:

L⇤i = Li (Xh , ✓i ) where i = f, w, n

(4.4)

The key insight here is that the labor allocation to each activity depends on
household characteristics when separability does not hold due to incomplete labor
markets. My key parameter of interest is

@Li
,
@✓i

and in particular, the marginal ef-

fect of rainfall on labor supply. Given the importance of rainfall in agriculture in
developing countries with little irrigation, we would expect households to increase
their agricultural labor if rainfall in a given year is lower than their expectation,
which can be thought of as the long-term mean rainfall. Do we expect households
to adjust their labor supply to wage labor and self-employment in response to the
specific realization of rainfall in a given year? The answer to this question is not obvious. In the event of poor rainfall, households may decide to reallocate labor away
from agriculture to wage labor or self-employment. However, we may not observe
this adjustment if labor supply to wage labor or self-employment are restricted due
to market failures or unavailability of jobs. Households may simply be forced to
consume additional leisure in the event of a poor rainfall season.
Estimation
My econometric methodology examining the role of rainfall variability in the
labor strategies of households consists of three components. First, I descriptively
examine the degree to which households have diversified out of agriculture using a
multinomial logit framework. Second, I analyze the determinants of hours worked
by households in di↵erent activities. The labor outcome could be estimated as a
function of the distribution of rainfall and the realized deviation of rainfall from its
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long-run level.
My descriptive exercise consists of a multinomial logit model that expresses the
probability of a household falling into one of the three activity categories (agriculture only, agriculture and non-agriculture, and non-agriculture only) as a non-linear
function of the rainfall shock in the survey year and the mean and standard deviation of rainfall over the period 1983-2007. I also control for a variety of other
factors that could a↵ect household diversification away from agriculture. These include the average years of education in the household, household size, dependency
ratio, whether the household has an outstanding loan, asset score, rural area, and
the split-o↵ status of the household in the second wave.
Next, I verify the findings of the multinomial logit model with an analysis of
the determinants of household days supplied to agriculture, wage labor, and selfemployment. Censoring is a major challenge in this analysis since the outcome
variable contains zero values in some cases. Let yit represent the household supply
of labor in agriculture, wage labor, and self-employment. Let x1it represent the Zscore6 of rainfall during the 12 months prior to the month in which the household
was interviewed. Let Zit be a vector of covariates that could also a↵ect household
labor supply. The equation I estimate is the following:

yit =

0

+

1 xit

+

2 Zit

+ "it

where observation i = 1, 2, . . . , N and t represents the NPS waves.

(4.5)
1

is our

coe↵cient of interest and "it is an error term assumed to be normally and independently distributed with zero mean and constant variance. I estimate model (6)
using OLS, First Di↵erence, and Tobit models. I use lagged dependent variables to
mitigate potential endogeneity bias.
The large presence of censoring in the labor supply variable is a concern in my
dataset as households that engage in an activity may be a non-random sample of
The Z-score is defined as Z = x µ , where x is the raw score (in our case, the realized rainfall
in each NPS wave), µ and are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of annual total
rainfall over the period 1983-2007.
6
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the population. Although the Tobit model attempts to address this problem, it does
not do so adequately as it assumes that the processes that determine participation
in an activity and the number of days supplied are independent of each other.
I estimate labor supplied to each activity using the Heckman two-step method.
A key requirement for this methodology is that we need instruments that a↵ect
participation but not the level of outcome. I show in the next section that this
requirement is met. I finally conduct a variety of robustness checks to ensure that
my results are not sensitive to a variety of assumptions and modeling decisions made
in the analysis.

4.5

Results

In this section, I first discuss the results of the multinomial logit model, in which I examine the determinants of household activity diversification. I next examine the determinants of household days allocated to farming, wage labor, and self-employment
using the OLS, First Di↵erence, and Tobit models. Finally, I address the possibility that households that engage in di↵erent activities may be non-random samples
of the population by modeling the household labor supply as a two-step Heckman
process.
In the first part of my analysis, I analyze the role of rainfall shocks and variability
in the degree to which households have diversified away from agriculture by estimating the multinomial logit model. I categorize households into those that engage
only in self-employed agriculture, only non-agricultural self-employment, and those
that engage in both. Prior to estimating the multinomial logit model, we need to
ensure that Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) condition is satisfied. The
Small-Hsiao test of IIA assumption yields p-values of 0.174 and 0.363 for alternatives 2 and 3 for the hypothesis that the odds of these outcomes are independent
of alternative 1. Thus, we cannot reject the IIA assumption. Table 4.2 presents
the estimates of the marginal and impact e↵ects for the determinants of household
diversification.
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Table 4.2: Multinomial logit model of household activity diversification marginal
e↵ects

The marginal e↵ects for my primary variables of interest are reported in the first
three rows. The coefficient of the mean and standard deviation of historical rainfall
represent the ex-ante response of households to rainfall variability. The coefficient of
the standard deviation of rainfall is negative and statistically significant at the 1%
level for the agriculture-only strategy, suggesting that households facing unreliable
rainfall choose not to stay completely within agriculture but to engage in some form
of non-agricultural activity. A household facing an additional 0.1 standard deviation
of rainfall variability above the mean is 0.95 of a percentage point less likely to
engage only in agriculture. The Z-score of rainfall in the 12 months prior to the
survey can be thought of as the ex-post response of households to variable rainfall.
The coefficient of the Z-score for only non-agriculture is statistically significant at
the 1% level, suggesting that if a household faces a negative rainfall shock of 0.1 of
a standard deviation, it is 0.17 of a percentage point more likely to engage only in
non-agricultural activities. These results suggest that households respond to higher
historical rainfall variability by moving out of agriculture and to recent rainfall
shocks by engaging only in non-agricultural activities.
The estimated coefficients of the control variables in the model are in line with
economic intuition. Rural location, higher mean historical rainfall, and higher dependency ratio are associated with a higher probability of households engaging only
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in agriculture. Higher average household years of education, household size, and asset index are negatively associated with the agricultural-only strategy. Households
that split o↵ from the primary household between the waves appear to be more likely
to engage in a non-agriculture only strategy. The estimates suggest that households
that reported to have faced more non-weather shocks in the recent past are more
likely to stay in agriculture, perhaps because shocks constrained their ability to
participate in non-agricultural activities.
Although the Small-Hsiao test suggests that the IIA assumption is fulfilled in
the estimation in Table 4.2, a robustness check of these results could be to relax it
altogether during estimation. The multinomial probit model relaxes IIA by allowing
error terms across di↵erent choices to be correlated.7 However, this model requires
alternative-specific variables in order to converge.8 Since my framework does not
have variables that vary across alternatives but only vary across agents, identification
of the matrix of variance-covariance parameters requires that the correlation across
errors to be independent and standard errors to be homoscedastic. Table B.10
(page 135) presents the results of the model is estimated with these assumptions.
The coefficients for the rainfall variables are consistent in direction and similar in
magnitude with results reported in Table 4.2.
In the second part of my analysis, I examine the determinants of household
labor supply in the 12 months prior to interview using OLS, First Di↵erences, and
Tobit models. Since the labor supply data are collected as continuous variables,
they have the potential to give a more accurate picture of household labor strategies
compared with the trichotomous variable examined in Table 4.2. Table 3 presents
estimates of the determinants of household days supplied to farming, wage labor,
and self-employment activities in panels A, B, and C, respectively. The first row of
each table contains coefficients on the Z-score of rainfall in the 12 months prior to
the survey. This coefficient is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level
7

The associated command in Stata is asmprobit.
The multinomial probit model is suited to a case like the choice between transportation alternatives, where the cost and travel time are di↵erent for each alternative for each agent. The
model allows for variables that vary across agents, such as age, gender, and income.
8
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in all of the three models. Households appear to be adjusting their labor supply
to agriculture in response to the level of rainfall in the recent past. When faced
with higher than normal rainfall they appear to allocate more household days to
farming; when faced with lower than normal rainfall, they allocate fewer days to this
activity. The coefficients on other control variables are in line with intuition. Rural
and large households supply more days to agriculture as well as households that
report to have faced higher degree of shocks. In contrast with this, the asset score
and the dependency ratio are negatively correlated with household days supplied to
agriculture. A weakness of the Tobit model is that it assumes that the determinants
that a↵ect participation in an activity have the exact same e↵ect on participation
and the level of labor supplied to each activity. Lin and Schmidt (1984) suggest a
methodology to test this restriction.9 The likelihood-ratio test statistic is distributed
chi-squared with 9 degrees of freedom in this case. The null hypothesis that the Tobit
specification is valid is soundly rejected at the 1% significance level.10
In the third part of my analysis, I attempt to more e↵ectively address the bias
caused by non-random sample selection that may be present in the results of Table
4.3 due to the fact that 36%, 57%, and 53% of households do not participate in
agriculture, wage labor, and self-employment, respectively. Censoring would not be
a cause for concern if it is independent of the outcome of interest. However, this
is unlikely to be the case as households that engage in certain activities and those
that do not are very likely to have unobservable characteristics that are di↵erent
from each other. This could also be seen as a case of endogeneity arising due to
missing variables, the consequence of which is that the estimates of the model of
labor supply of households are potentially biased.
I address the large degree of censored outcomes by implementing the Heckman
9

They present a Lagrange Multiplier statistic for this test, although Greene (2003) presents a
simpler Likelihood Ratio statistic that can be computed as following:
= 2[ln LT (ln LP +
ln LT R )], where LT is the likelihood for the Tobit model, LP is the likelihood for the Probit model,
and LT R is the likelihood for the truncated regression.
10
The Chi-squared test statistic takes on a value of 1038.02, 973.15, and 35.08 for the farm
labor, wage labor, and self-employment labor equations, respectively. The 1% critical value for the
Chi-squared distribution with 9 degrees of freedom is 21.67.
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Table 4.3: Determinants of household labor supply

two-step estimation procedure. The first step involves estimating a probit model
of the likelihood of a household selecting into an activity, while the second step
involves OLS estimation of the selection-corrected labor supply equation. The null
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hypothesis of the Heckman model is that there is no selection bias in the data, i.e.
the selection and outcome equations were generated by independent processes.
Table 4.4 presents results of the two-step Heckman estimation of household labor
supply in di↵erent activities. For identification, the Heckman method requires instruments that a↵ect the probability of the outcome being censored but not the
outcome. Specification testing indicates that the variables that I use to instrument
participation in various activities are both well correlated with participation in that
activity and properly excluded from the outcome equations, thereby identifying the
labor supply parameters. An approximate test of the exclusion restriction is that
these variables are jointly insignificant in the reduced form model of household days
supplied to each activity for the uncensored sub-sample (see Table B.11, page 136).
The Heckman model provides selection-corrected estimates of the labor supply equations if good instruments are available.
My instruments for participation into farming are the household distance to
the district headquarters. Distance to the district headquarters is likely to subject
households to disadvantages regarding market information, social networks, and infrastructure, thus making them more likely to engage in agriculture. The identifying
instrument is significant in the selection equation at the 5% level, while it is not so
in the reduced form equation of labor supply in agriculture.
My instrument for participation in the labor market is the household’s distance
to the main road. Proximity to the road is likely to confer advantages to individuals
regarding mobility, thus making them more likely to engage in wage labor. The
instrument is significant in the selection equation at the 5% level, while it is not so
in the reduced form equation of labor supply in wage employment.
My instrument for participation in non-agricultural self-employment is the household’s distance to the nearest town with a population of at least 20,000. Bigger populations provide a larger market for products and services, thus making households
more likely to initiate and engage in self-employment activities. This instrument is
jointly significant in the selection equation at the 1% level, while it is not significant
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Table 4.4: Heckman two-step models of labor supply

in the reduced form equation of labor supply in self-employment.
The findings from the Heckman estimates in Table 4.4 are consistent with the
results reported in Table 4.3. The coefficients on the selection term are significant
at least at the 10% level, suggesting that households non-randomly engage in di↵erent activities. Households that engage in farming supply are likely to supply 67.7
more days per year to this activity than a randomly selected household. Similarly,
households that engage in wage labor are likely to supply 47.3 more days per year
to this activity than a randomly selected household. Households that engage in selfemployment supply 62.1 fewer days per year to self-employment than a randomly
selected household. This may reflect the fact that Tanzanian households that engage in self-employment do so primarily as part-time activities to supplement income
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from other sources. Among those that participate in self-employment, almost 60%
report to have participated in it less than 12 months in the past year. About 40% of
all NPS respondents engaging in self-employment activities report to be doing so in
retail trade as itinerants or in market stalls. About 85% of self-employment activities also only engage household members, which increases the flexibility to begin or
stop the business as the need arises.
Controlling for all other covariates, households appear to be adjusting their labor
supply in farming and in self-employment in response to the realization of rainfall
in the recent past while they do not appear to be doing so with wage labor. Households shift labor away from self-employment to agriculture during years of good
rainfall while they do the opposite during years of poor rainfall. The magnitude of
adjustment does not appear to be symmetrical, possibly because households may be
adjusting their labor supply in livestock rearing, a major activity households are engaged in. I am not able to test this hypothesis since NPS did not collect information
on the quantity of labor supplied by households to rearing livestock.
I next discuss results of the Heckman model of labor supply on the following
rural and urban samples. In Table B.12 (page 136), we see that the magnitude and
significance of coefficients for the rural subsample, but not the urban subsample,
are broadly consistent with the results in Table 4.4 for the full sample. This makes
sense since urban households are less likely to engage in agriculture and thus are less
a↵ected by rainfall shocks. The results presented in Table 4.4 hold for the subsample
of households originally interviewed in NPS 1 (but without the split-o↵ households)
and when we exclude either NPS 1 or NPS 3 households. These results suggest that
although there are minor di↵erences across sub-samples, the essential results on the
rainfall shock are not too sensitive to the change in the estimation sample.

4.6

Conclusion

This paper attempts to examine if households use di↵erent labor strategies to cope
with variable rainfall in Tanzania. This is an important issue in Tanzania where
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most households are engaged in rain-fed agriculture but very few have access to
irrigation and insurance, and credit markets are poorly developed. This study aimed
to contribute to the sparse literature on income-risk, due to unreliable rainfall, faced
by Tanzanian households. It addressed this question first by examining the degree
to which households diversify away from agriculture and their labor allocation in
farming, wage labor, and self-employment in response to rainfall shocks. It also
used a unique satellite-based data on rainfall that provides much finer spatial and
temporal coverage of rainfall than data from weather stations widely used in the
literature.
I find suggestive evidence that households use labor, an important resource they
own, to deal with income uncertainty arising from risky rainfall. Analysis of the
degree to which households are engaged in agriculture using the multinomial logit
model suggests that households facing higher historical rainfall variability are less
likely to engage only in agriculture. This evidence was corroborated by the analysis
of the determinants of the household labor allocated to farming, wage labor, and
self-employment activities. I find that households reallocate labor between farming
and self-employment in response to rainfall shocks. When faced with a negative
rainfall shock, they devote more hours to self-employment, while they devote more
hours to farming during years of better rainfall. I did not find wage labor to be
a strategy employed by households to deal with rainfall risk, perhaps suggesting
imperfections in the Tanzanian labor market.
There are some weaknesses in this analysis that could be addressed in future
work. General equilibrium consequences of rainfall shocks may be important but
they are not addressed in this study. With an area that is almost four times the size
but only 75% of the population of the UK, Tanzania is a large, sparsely populated,
and mostly rural country. Due to the large geographic variation within the country,
rainfall realizations may vary significantly even within short distances. All of these
reasons suggest that ignoring general equilibrium consequences of rainfall shocks
may not be severe. Due to data limitations, analysis in this ignores the role of
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livestock in the labor allocation strategies of households. A future extension to this
study could address the household allocation of labor into farming, wage labor, and
self-employment as a joint decision rather than independent decisions as treated in
this study. Such an extension would also need to carefully address in the context of
a joint system of equations. Finally, this study does not directly examine the impact
of various labor strategies on the welfare of households also due to data limitations
of precisely estimating income.
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Chapter 5
Are there market failures in
agriculture in Tanzania?
5.1

Introduction

The efficacy of policies a↵ecting rural households in developing countries depends
much on how well markets function. Take the example of a subsidy to encourage
adoption of fertilizers. Farmers may not be able to respond to this policy if they
cannot adopt the subsidized fertilizer because the transportation cost to acquire it
is prohibitively high. Similarly, liberalization of trade in agricultural commodities
may have a limited impact in inducing farmers in a fertile area to grow more crops
if labor markets are dysfunctional and do not allow farmers to hire the additional
workers needed to increase production. For these reasons, market failures may be
an impediment to productivity and income growth of rural households. If rural
markets are not complete or competitive, agricultural policies implemented by the
government may be less e↵ective than intended. Moreover, this may provide a prima
facie justification for intervention to address the sources of market failures.
Missing or imperfect markets are often used as a rationale for policy recommendations and government interventions. For example, the African Union Assembly of
Heads of States and Governments in 2014 issued a statement with recommenda-
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tions for transforming Africa’s agriculture that stated: “government policies must
increasingly play a critical role in correcting many of the market failures that still
exist” (AFDB, 2014). However, little empirical evidence exists on the magnitude
and nature of market failures in developing countries despite how frequently it is
invoked in the policy discourse. A typical example is the World Development Report
2008 (World Bank, 2008), which focused on agriculture, has an anecdotal description of how household behavior is a↵ected by market failures but it does not cite
any study that tests whether these market failures exist or how serious are these
failures. It is plausible that agricultural factor markets function well but that the
outcomes of these well-functioning markets are unsatisfactory. Outcomes such as low
uptake of fertilizers, inadequate technology adoption, or low wages do not necessarily imply that markets are broken or missing. These outcomes could also mean that
the returns to these factors are in fact very low given current market and physical
conditions and that future policy interventions should aim to increase these returns.
This paper examines how well agricultural factor markets function in Tanzania.
This is a particularly salient issue for Tanzania, where three-quarters of the employed
population is engaged in agriculture (World Bank, 2013).1 Tanzanian agriculture has
also been subject to various government interventions in recent history (Cooksey,
2011; Ponte, 2000), while the country may be undergoing an economic transformation as a result of impressive growth in GDP reported in recent years (Arndt et al.,
2015). The goal of this paper is twofold: to quantify the extent of market participation in agricultural factor markets of households and to examine whether market
failures are present in these markets. In order to do so, I implement tests of market
failures commonly cited in the literature using data from the Tanzanian National
Panel Survey (NPS) 2012/13 that collected rich data on agricultural production in
addition to other aspects of the lives of households.
A recent contribution to this literature is Dillon and Barrett (2014), who examine
whether market failures exist in agricultural factor markets in Sub-Saharan Africa.
1

The precise number is 76.5% for 2006, which is the most recent year for which data is available.
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Using a common test in the literature, they find evidence of general and structural
market failures that do not vary by location or household characteristics. However,
any visitor to Tanzania would notice that markets indeed exist and are vibrant in
many parts of the country. de Janvry et al. (1991) remind us that the definition of
market failure is not commodity-specific but household-specific: markets for di↵erent
commodities often exist, but they fail selectively for particular households. Ignoring
this advice may lead us to make general statements about whether entire markets
fail, instead of making more nuanced statements about the nature and extent of
these failures. The literature on this topic relies on the agricultural household model
(AHM), which incorporates both of their production and consumption activities.
An important prediction of the AHM is the separation theorem: if markets are
perfect and competitive, production choices are made independent of consumption
preferences. This paper builds on Dillon and Barrett (2014) by implementing several
tests of the separation theorem proposed in the literature.
This paper finds that market participation is fairly extensive in Tanzania. More
than half of the agricultural households examined in this study participate in at
least one factor market, the most common of which is the labor market. This does
not imply that these markets function well. Most tests implemented in this paper
find that market failures exist in agricultural factor markets in Tanzania. However,
I find that markets are more likely to fail in rural locations, locations further away
from towns and major roads, areas other than the Eastern Zone (which includes
Dar es Salaam, the largest city in the country), and for female-headed households.
I find that the labor productivity of family labor is much lower than the market
wage, a sign that market imperfections may be causing households to allocate labor
inefficiently across activities. However, I find that households are much more likely to
hire agricultural labor commensurate with their productivity. These results provide
evidence on the nature and extent of market failures in Tanzania.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes the
theoretical and empirical literature on which this study builds, including the tests of
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market failure that have been suggested. Section 3 outlines the empirical methodology employed in this paper. Section 4 describes the dataset used in this analysis
and presents some descriptive results that give a preview of the more rigorous tests
implemented in the next section. Section 5 presents the results of the tests of market failure, whereas Section 6 discusses policy implications, limitations of this study,
and possible avenues for further work.

5.2

Relevant literature

This section takes stock of the existing literature on market failures in developing
countries. But before doing so, it is important to clarify the meaning of market
failure in the context of developing countries like Tanzania, where agriculture is the
predominant economic activity. When markets function well, household endowments
and resources are efficiently allocated across activities. Households make optimal
production and consumption decisions such that no household can be made better
o↵ without another one being worse o↵. A market failure exists when the market
equilibrium is Pareto-inefficient. Categories of market failures include externalities,
public goods, excess market power, and the absence of markets. Market failures can
arise due to high transaction costs, imperfect competition, incomplete enforcement of
contracts and property rights, presence of externalities, or under-provision of public
goods. When markets fail, prices do not give credible signals for agents to efficiently
allocate resources. Or prices do not adjust to clear supply and demand. An example
of a market failure in this context is that households sometimes rationally choose not
to engage in a market transaction because there is a range of market prices within
which it is more sensible for them to be self-sufficient than to buy or sell (de Janvry
et al., 1991).
Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework of this paper follows the literature that builds on the
AHM elaborated in Singh et al. (1986). The AHM captures a salient feature of
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households in developing countries: they are both producers and consumers at the
same time. An attractive feature of this model is that it incorporates the household’s
interaction with markets and presents testable hypotheses about these interactions.
The hypothesis that is tested in this paper is that households make decisions as if
their production and consumption activities are separable (i.e., production decisions
are made independent of consumption choices while consumption only depends on
production through the budget constraint).
Let an agricultural household derive utility from consumption (C) and leisure
(l) of its members, but household utility also depends on a vector of preference
shifters (A) such as the number of children or elderly members in the household.2
The household’s consumption expenditures are constrained by the income it receives
from its members working on the farm to obtain farm output (Q), whose price is p,
and working in the labor market at the market wage (w). The production function
for the household farm is defined over the vectors of total labor used by agricultural
production, which is a sum of family labor (L) and labor hired in from the market
(H), and fixed inputs (F ). Household members have a time endowment of T , which
they can allocate to farm work (L), market work (m), and leisure (l). Market
imperfection is captured by the assumption that household members can work for
a maximum of M hours in the market.3
The model assumes substitutability between household (L) and hired (H) labor
used in production by including the sum of these variables as an input into the
production function. Another assumption of the model is that the household faces a
market constraint when it tries to supply labor to the market but not when it tries
to hire labor from the market. This assumption is plausible in the context of a high
degree of unemployment and underemployment common in developing countries like
Tanzania. The household’s optimization problem can be summarized as follows:

2

This section follows Bardhan and Udry (1999) and Le (2010).
Although the test of separability that I use is based on the labor market, it is not a test of
labor market imperfection. Bardhan and Udry (1999) describe how separability is possible even
when one market (for example, the labor market) is missing.
3
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maximize
L,m,H

U (C, l; A)

subject to: C = pQ(L + H, F ) + wm

wH

[Budget constraint]

T =L+m+l

(5.1)

[Labor supply constraint]

0<m  M.

[Market imperfection]

The Lagrangian function for this problem can be expressed as follows:

L = U (pQ(L + H, F ) + wm

wh, T

L

m; A) + (M

m) + µM

(5.2)

The following are the first order conditions:
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(5.6)
(5.7)

Equations 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 are first order conditions for household labor allocated to agriculture, household labor supplied to the market, and agricultural labor
hired in from the market. Equations 5.6 and 5.7 represent complementary slackness
conditions (CSCs). Rearranging equation 5.3 gives us the following condition:

⇤

w =

@U
@l
@U
@C

=p

@Q
@L

(5.8)

The equilibrium condition in equation 5.8 states that the shadow wage (w⇤ ),
which is the opportunity cost of time and the key variable of interest in our time
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allocation model, is equal to the value of the marginal product of labor. This is
the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and consumption; in other words,
the amount of leisure the household is willing give up for a marginal increase in
consumption. The market imperfection constraint can result in two scenarios: one
in which an interior solution exists and another in which a corner solution exists. In
the case of an interior solution, the complementary slackness conditions guarantee
that

= 0 and µ = 0 and the first order condition form reduces to:

w⇤ = w

(5.9)

Equation 5.9 says that when labor markets are working perfectly, households
allocate labor between their farm and the labor market such that the internal price
of labor is equal to the market price. We will have a corner solution in the following
scenario:

@U
@l
@l
@C

=w

@U
@C

)

w⇤ <w if m = M

(5.10)

Equation 5.10 describes the case in which the household is constrained in the
labor market because the shadow wage is below the market wage. The household
wants to supply additional labor to the market but cannot do so because of constraints in the labor market. This may describe the slack season in agriculture when
there is a surplus of labor. An alternate corner solution that is plausible is one in
which m = 0, in which case the household does not supply labor to the market
because the shadow wage is higher than the market wage. I rule out this alternate
corner solution to capture the assumption of asymmetry between supplying labor
to the market and hiring labor from the market. According to this assumption,
households are not constrained in hiring labor from the market, although they may
be constrained in supplying labor from the market.
Simplifying the first order condition for hired labor (equation 5.5) gives us:
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w=p

@Q
@H

(5.11)

Equation 5.11 suggests that the household should hire in agricultural labor such
that the market wage is equal to the value of the marginal product of hired labor in
production.
Tests of market failure
All the tests proposed in the literature on market failures in developing countries
rely on the AHM and belong to the following three categories: reduced form tests,
structural tests, and tests of local separability. All of these tests use the insight
that when labor markets are functioning well, the shadow wage is equal to the
market wage. The first approach to testing separability is reduced form estimation
of the conditional labor demand function in agricultural production. The seminal
paper in this strand of the literature is Benjamin (1992). The intuition underlying
this approach is that if market failures are absent, production decisions should be
invariant to consumption-side variables such as preferences for household size and
composition. Benjamin (1992) uses the following econometric specification:

log Lij = ↵ + log wj + log Fij + Aij + "ij

(5.12)

where Lij is the total labor demand of household i living in community j, wj
is the market wage in community j, Fij is the quantity of fixed inputs used by
the household in production, Aij is a vector of household preferences (such as the
age and gender composition of the household, assumed to be exogenous to the
model), and "ij is a disturbance term. The null hypothesis of this test is given
by the parametric restriction on the vector

= 0. Benjamin (1992) and Pitt and

Rosenzweig (1986) cannot reject the hypothesis of complete markets using data from
Indonesia. Bowlus and Sicular (2003) also cannot reject separability among Chinese
households using this method. Arcand (2006) rejects separability using a modified
version of this method for Tunisia. Dillon and Barrett (2014) also find that this test
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leads them to reject the separation theorem in five countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The strength of this approach is its simplicity and intuitive appeal. However, it does
not recognize the heterogeneity among households due to its global and reducedform nature. Households di↵er in their magnitude of transaction costs, which can
result in some households choosing to stay in self-sufficiency. This test yielded mixed
results due to this limitation.4
The second approach relies on structural estimation of the supply choices of
households. The seminal paper in this strand of the literature is Jacoby (1993), who
uses a two-stage estimation procedure: estimation of technology parameters of the
household production function and a comparison of the estimated household-specific
marginal labor productivity (i.e. shadow wage) with the market wage. Jacoby (1994)
proposes an alternative test of separability in which he directly tests the hypothesis
based on Equation 5.9, that the shadow wage is equal to the market wage if labor
markets are perfect and competitive. He implements the following econometric
specification:

log wi⇤ =

0

+

1

log wi + µi

(5.13)

where wi⇤ represents the shadow wage of household h, wi is the market wage,
and

1

0

are coefficients, and µi is the random error term. The null hypothesis of the

absence of market failures implies that

0

= 0 and

1

= 1. The shadow wage is

estimated as the value of the marginal product of labor using the predicted value of
output of households based on estimated coefficients and household characteristics,
and the person-days supplied to farming. The shadow wage (the marginal product
of labor) used as the dependent variable is estimated from the household agricultural
production function. Jacoby (1993) rejects separability in the sample of Peruvian
households that he analyzes. Skoufias (1994) and Barrett et al. (2008) also reject
separability using datasets from India and Cote d’Ivoire, respectively.
4
For example, LaFave et al. (2014) uses a slightly modified version of this test to reject the
hypothesis of complete markets on Indonesia using more recent data than Benjamin (1992), leading
one to make the puzzling conclusion that market performance worsened in Indonesia over time.
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In an alternate method to test separability, Le (2010) suggests a reduced-form
technique that combines tests proposed by Benjamin (1992) and Jacoby (1993). He
begins with equation 5.9, which suggests that the shadow wage is identical to the
marginal product of labor at the optimal point in the production function. Using
this intuition and assuming a semi-parametric production function, he derives a test
of separability that does not require estimation of the entire production function
but simply uses the average product of labor as the dependent variable. He begins
with the following semi-parametric agricultural production function:

Q̄ = L L f (z, F ; )

(5.14)

where L stands for household labor, z for hired labor, F for fixed inputs, and
for a vector of parameters. This resembles a Cobb-Douglas production function
because labor enters in a Cobb-Douglas form (L L ). L
households in the following manner: L

L

=L

K +"

is allowed to vary across

L

where K is a vector of observed

variables that are assumed to be random and account for di↵erences in

L

across

households. The real output is di↵erent from the production function Q̄ because
households are assumed to be exposed to a random weather shock " in the following
manner: Q = Q̄e " , where " is a normalized such that E(e" ) = 1. The value of the
marginal product of labor (w⇤ ) in this setup is given by:

w⇤ = p
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(5.15)

Re-arranging the fist and the final expressions, we get:
pQ
= w⇤
L

1 "
L

e

(5.16)

According to Equation 5.16, the value of the average product is a function of
the shadow wages, household characteristics that are randomly determined, and an
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error term. Taking logs on both gives the following:

log(

pQ
) = log(w⇤ )
L

log(

L)

+"

(5.17)

An important assumption that allows Benjamin (1992) to arrive at the empirical
specification above is the following approximation:
log w⇤ = log w + ↵A

(5.18)

Jacoby (1993) proposes an alternative test of separability in which he directly
tests the hypothesis based on equation 5.9, that the shadow wage is equal to the market wage if labor markets are perfect and competitive. He implements the following
econometric specification:

log w⇤ = ↵ + log w

(5.19)

The shadow wage used as the dependent variable is estimated from the household
agricultural production function. The null hypothesis of this test is that ↵ = 0 and
= 1. Equation 5.19 cannot be used to empirically test the separation hypothesis
because shadow wage cannot be observed. However, Benjamin (1992) and Jacoby (1993) have proposed approximations, in Equations 5.18 and 5.19, respectively,
which Le (2010) combines to form the following general expression:

log w⇤ =

log w + ↵A

(5.20)

Benjamin (1992) and Jacoby (1993) use two separate relationships to test the
separation hypothesis: the former uses the relationship between production decisions
and preferences, and the latter between shadow wages and market wages. Since both
of these are important aspects of the separation theorem, Le (2010) suggests a test
of separability that uses both of these relationships. Plugging Equation 5.20 into
Equation 5.17, we get the generalized test of separability:
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log(

pj Qi
)=
Li

log(

Li )

+ log(wi ) + ↵Ai + ⌘i

The null hypothesis of separability in this generalized test is given by

(5.21)
= 1 and

↵ = 0. In other words, if household production is separable from consumption, the
value of the average product should have a unitary relationship with the market
wage and independent of household preferences after controlling for a vector of
exogenously determined characteristics of the household,

L.

The third approach to testing market failures replaces the global nature of the
previous two methods with a local test of separability. de Janvry et al. (1991)
articulate the motivation for this approach, noting that the definition of market
failure is not commodity-specific but household-specific: markets for di↵erent commodities often exist, but they fail selectively for particular households. Transaction
costs such as transportation costs, information costs, or enforcement costs are often
household-specific. Lambert and Magnac (1998) take up the challenge of testing for
separability at the household level rather than at the commodity level. They begin,
as in the Jacoby method, by estimating the agricultural production function for a
sample of households in Cote d’Ivoire. This allows them to estimate the shadow
wage of di↵erent types of labor employed by the household, which is equivalent to
the value of marginal product of labor. They go further by using the delta method
to determine a confidence interval around the predicted shadow wage for male, female, and hired labor for each household. Finally, they examine if the market wage
faced by individual households is within the confidence interval of the shadow wage.
They find that the market wage is more likely to fall within the confidence interval
of the shadow wage for hired labor than for male or female labor. In other words,
the relationship between market wage and shadow wage is stronger for hired than
family labor. Carter and Yao (2002), Sadoulet et al. (1998), and Vakis et al. (2004)
also o↵er alternative methods to test for local separability.
In summary, there is no consensus within the literature and one is left with
an array of competing methods that can be used to test for market failures in
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developing countries. Despite the presumption of widespread market failures in
developing countries, the evidence on their nature and extent is limited. Results
naturally di↵er over space and time, but also according to the methodology and
dataset used. Despite the various approaches proposed in the literature, studies most
often use only one technique. The consequence of this, as in the context of Indonesia
mentioned earlier (Benjamin, 1992; LaFave et al., 2014), is that conclusions are
sensitive to the technique used to conduct the analysis. This paper fills the gap in
this literature by building on Dillon and Barrett (2014), who only use the reduced
form approach to conduct their analysis. This paper implements all three approaches
discussed in this section to test the separation theorem in the context of Tanzania.
This allows an examination of the findings to determine if they are robust to the
choice of methodology. This study also explores patterns in market failures by
examining the role of geographic and household characteristics. More importantly,
it examines whether markets selectively fail for certain households. Heterogeneity
among households is largely ignored in this literature, although it may be crucial
in designing policies to mitigate market failures and to optimally allocate resources.
The choice of the Tanzania National Panel Survey 2012/13 greatly aids this exercise
because this survey collected rich information on agricultural production in addition
to the usual information in multi-topic household surveys.

5.3

Empirical methodology

This section outlines the empirical specifications to implement the tests of separability outlined above. These tests allow us to investigate if there are market failures in
agricultural factor markets in Tanzania. The first econometric specification was suggested by Benjamin (1992) and is presented in Equation 5.12. In this specification,
the null hypothesis implied by the separation hypothesis is H0 :
the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative HA :

= 0. Rejection of

6= 0 would imply that market

failures exist in Tanzanian agricultural factor markets. Although this test of market
failures uses information on the labor market, it does not necessarily imply that
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there is a market failure in labor markets. It is entirely plausible that labor markets
are dysfunctional because of market failures in other factor markets (Bardhan and
Udry, 1999).
The second test follows from Jacoby (1993), which relies on the prediction that
if markets are perfect and competitive, the marginal productivity of labor will be
equal to the wage observed on the market. In other words, a comparison of the
shadow wage with the market wage should reveal any market imperfections and a
violation of separability. The test entails two stages: estimation of the production
function and comparison of the implied shadow wage with the market wage. I use the
following Cobb-Douglas function to estimate the agricultural production function of
household i:

log Yi =

0

+

1

log Di +

2

log Li +

3

log Hi +

p
X

3k

log Zik + ⇠i

(5.22)

k=1

where Yi the value of crop production of household i, Di is the land input, Li
is family labor allocated to agriculture, Hi is hired agricultural labor, and Zi is a
vector of variable and fixed inputs. The inputs in this model include land, labor,
quantities of other variable inputs (seeds, organic fertilizer, inorganic fertilizer, and
other chemicals), and other fixed inputs include the monetary value of all implements
owned by the household and a dummy variable for whether the household irrigates
any of its plots.5 In addition to these variables, I include the age, gender, and years
of education of the household head as well as the mean years of education of all
household members.

log Yi =

0

+

1

log Di +

4
X
j=1

2j

log Li +

3

log Hi +

p
X

3k

log Zik + ⇠i

(5.23)

k=1

The di↵erence between equations 5.22 and 5.23 is that all types of family labor
5

I ignore livestock production in my analysis, although it is commonly used in this literature,
because NPS does not collect credible data on labor allocated by households to livestock production.
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(child, adult male, adult female, and elderly) are aggregated in the former whereas
they are disaggregated in the latter. The subscript j refers to the days of labor supplied by di↵erent categories of family members to agricultural production. Equation
5.22 constrains the returns to labor ( 2 ) to be the same for all types of family labor,
whereas equation 5.23 allows them to be di↵erent. I disaggregate total labor used
in agricultural production into child, adult male, adult female, elderly, and hired
labor. Not all farm households use all inputs in crop production. Since the logarithmic transformation is not defined at zero, I use the ln(1 + x) transformation. The
advantage of the Cobb-Douglas specification is ease of interpretation, as the coefficients represent the estimated elasticities of the output with respect to the inputs.
However, as de Janvry and Sadoulet (2006) argue, it is recognized that this simple
specification does not adequately represent an agricultural production process that
unfolds over months, is sequential in nature, and may include complementarities and
substitutabilities between inputs. The consequence of not capturing these complexities is that estimates of the marginal productivity of labor may be biased. Despite
these challenges, the Cobb-Douglas function is most commonly used in the literature
on this topic, which is why it is chosen for this analysis.
The marginal product of labor for aggregated family labor, disaggregated family
labor, and hired labor are computed, respectively, using the following formulae:
ˆ L = ˆ2 Ŷi
M RP
i
Li

(5.24)

ˆ L j = ˆ2 j Ŷi
M RP
i
Li j

(5.25)

ˆ H = ˆ3 Ŷi
M RP
i
Hi

(5.26)

I estimate the Jacoby test following equation 5.13. This can also be interpreted
as a weak test of market efficiency as it does not control for any covariates. A
strong test of market efficiency could be implemented by augmenting this specification with covariates that should not directly a↵ect the shadow wage other than
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through the market wage. These covariates could include long run mean rainfall
and temperature, rural location, and distance from roads and markets.
I next implement the method proposed by Le (2010) that combines the tests
suggested by Benjamin (1992) and Jacoby (1993). The empirical specification that
I use is presented in equation 5.21. I finally examine separability for individual
households and for di↵erent types of labor employed by each household. For this,
I first estimate the agricultural production function. Then I estimate the shadow
wage as the value of the marginal product of labor. I compute the confidence interval
of the shadow wage using the delta method,

Var( ˆ 0 ) =

@ ˆ0
@ ˆ2i

!2

Var( ˆ2i ) +

@ ˆ0
@ Ŷi

!2

Var(Ŷi ) + 2

⇣
⌘
@ ˆ0 @ ˆ0
Cov ˆ2i Ŷi (5.27)
@ ˆ2i @ Ŷi

ˆ L j.
where ˆ 0 = M RP
i

5.4

Data and descriptive statistics

I perform my analysis using the Tanzania National Panel Survey (NPS) conducted
by the Tanzanian National Bureau of Statistics. Undertaken as a part of the World
Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Survey - Integrated Surveys of Agriculture
(LSMS-ISA) project, NPS is a multi-topic household survey conducted on 5,010
households in 2012/13, of which 2,661 households cultivated some land and harvested
some crop. Although data are available for all three waves of NPS, I use only
the latest wave for two reasons. First, the third wave has richer data on labor
demand in agriculture than previous waves. Second, deflating market wages (which
are important variables in this analysis) between NPS waves and across regions in
Tanzania is prone to error. NPS was designed to be a nationally representative
sample. It contains an extensive module on various types of agricultural activities
in which households may be engaged. The survey provides rich information at
the household level on various geographic and agro-climatic variables that could be
exploited in the analysis.
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My estimation sample contains 2,624 households that cultivated some land in
the previous 12 months, report harvesting positive levels of crop output, and do
not have any missing data for variables used in this analysis. Table 5.1 summarizes
the sample’s characteristics. The average household size is 5.70, of which 38% are
children, 27% prime age males, 28% prime age females, and 7% elderly. Prime age
adults are defined as individuals that aged between 15-64 years (inclusive). Of all the
households in the sample, a quarter are headed by women. The typical household
head is 48.55 years old and has 4.69 years of schooling, which is higher than the 3.52
years of education for all household members. Although two-thirds of the full NPS3
sample resides in rural areas, 85% of the agricultural households live in rural areas.
Table 5.2 summarizes various aspects of agricultural production of the sample
households. The average farming household owns 6.47 acres (2.62 hectares). Of this
area, it cultivates 79% of the area, lends 1% of the land for free, rents out 1% of
the land, and keeps 8% of the land in fallow.6 The typical sample household also
operates 7.01 acres of land. Of this area, it owns 82%, borrows 12% free of cost,
and rents in 6% of land from others. Twelve percent of all households are landless
and do not own any of the land that they operate.7
Table 5.3 summarizes the market participation of the sample households. Sixty
percent of households in the sample participate in at least one of the following
factor markets: land, labor, or purchased inputs. Forty-five percent of the sample
households hire agricultural labor for either planting, weeding, fertilizing, or harvesting, which suggests that the market for agricultural labor is fairly vibrant in
Tanzania. The average household hires 17.02 person days of hired labor. This is the
lower bound of market participation if we consider the fact that households are more
likely to hire labor over a longer period of time. The amount of hired labor increases
with the consumption quintile 32% of the lowest quintile hired agricultural labor,
6

These shares do not add up to 100% because 12% of the households do not own any land but
still operate some land. If we only examine households that own some land, they cultivate 90%,
rent out 1%, give out 1%, and leave 9% of land to fallow.
7
The rate is similar to Vietnam, where 12.3% of the population was landless in 2004 (Ravallion
and van de Walle, 2008) but below the rate in rural India, where the rate may be as high as 40%
(Rawal, 2008).
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Table 5.1: Summary statistics

while 63% of the highest quintile did so (Table 5.4).
Market participation in land rental is not as extensive as in labor, but is significant nonetheless. Eight percent of households rent in land, 1% rent out land, and
10% either rented in or rented out land. This incidence is larger if we consider the
fact that another 17.42% of households either borrowed or lent land for free. The
share of households that purchased organic fertilizer, inorganic fertilizer, and herbicide/pesticide is 3%, 17%, and 16%, respectively. Quantity used and unit prices are
available for each household for all of these inputs. Eleven percent of all households
bought an input on credit. Market participation in purchased inputs is relatively
low considering the widespread use of hired labor.
Descriptive kernel regressions of household labor hiring and labor anticipate
some of the multivariate regression results presented in the next section. Figure 5.1
presents a kernel regression of total household labor demand on household size. If
labor markets are functioning well, we would expect no relationship between household endowment of labor and the total amount of labor they use in agricultural
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Table 5.2: Summary statistics on agricultural production

Table 5.3: Market participation in farming
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Table 5.4: Probability of hiring agricultural wage labor by consumption quintile

production. Households would simply choose optimal amounts of production contingent on the relevant prices and their own production function. However, we see a
strong correlation between total labor demand and household size for our sample of
Tanzanian households, suggesting that factor markets do not function properly for
these households. This does not necessarily imply imperfections in the labor market
because as discussed earlier; market failures in one market can be a consequence of
market imperfections in other related markets.
Figure 5.1: Kernel regression of the total labor demand of household on its household
size

In Figure 5.2, we see a positive relationship between the amount of labor hired
by households and the amount of land they owned. We would not expect any relationship between these two variables if agricultural factor markets were working
perfectly. However, we see a positive relationship between these two variables, especially up to about two acres, which includes three-quarters of all households. The
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fact that households with a higher endowment of land also hire more labor is more
likely to be a sign of agricultural factor markets that are not functioning properly.
A question these graphs raise is: do these patterns hold after controlling for various
covariates?
Figure 5.2: Kernel regression of the labor hired by household on its endowment of
land per capita

5.5

Results

This section presents results of the various tests of separability that were discussed in
the methodology section. Although the purpose of all of these tests is the same, and
all are based on the AHM, they use di↵erent information on the lives of households.
Reduced form test of separability
Table 5.5 presents results of the OLS estimates of the reduced form test of market
failures proposed by Benjamin (1992), whose econometric specification is given in
equation 5.12. In this test, the log of total household labor demand is regressed
on household size, market wage rate, and other covariates. If factor markets are
functioning properly, household labor demand in agricultural production should only
depend on relevant prices and not on consumption-side variables such as preference
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for household size or structure. The first column is a parsimonious regression with
only household size, median agricultural wage in the community, acres cultivated by
the household, and a set of variables representing household structure.8 Household
size only includes adult members older than 14 years to avoid treating adult labor
and child labor as equal.9
The primary coefficient we are interested in is contained in the first row. We
note that household size is a statistically significant determinant of household labor
demand. This suggests that we can reject the null hypothesis of separability between
consumption and production decisions. We interpret the coefficient of household size
as reflecting the severity of the market failure, with a coefficient of 0 implying wellfunctioning markets and coefficient di↵erent from zero implying poorly-functioning
markets. This coefficient can also be interpreted as the elasticity of labor demand
with respect to household size.
Are there any patterns in market failures in Tanzania? This is the question that
columns 2-6 attempt to answer by adding the following variables and their interactions of household size to the regression model: dummy variable for households with
female household head, distance to the nearest agricultural market, rural location,
and administrative zones. We see from these results that household size is a statistically significant determinant of households headed by a woman and in those that
live further away from large population centers, in rural areas, and in administrative
zones other than the Eastern zone (which includes Dar es Salaam). The inclusion
of these variables also lowers the magnitude of the coefficient on household size.
These results suggest a portrait of market failures that are more pervasive among
female-headed households and in di↵erent geographic pockets of the country.
Structural test of separability
We now turn to results from the structural method proposed by Jacoby (1993).
This method entails two stages: estimation of the agricultural production function
8
Median agricultural wage is the sum of cash and in-kind payments reported to have been
received by the household. These median wages are computed at each for each of the 131 districts
in Tanzania.
9
In addition to this, children are not as likely to participate in farming as adults are.
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Table 5.5: Benjamin Test of separability

and comparison of the estimated shadow wages (value of the marginal product of
labor) with the market wage faced by households. Table 5.6 reports the OLS estimates of the Cobb-Douglas production function.10 Column 1 reports the coefficients
10

I also attempted estimation of the agricultural production function using a translog function,
which is a generalized form of the Cobb-Douglas function as it includes squared and interaction
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from the specification in which agricultural production labor supply of all family
members is aggregated. Family labor is disaggregated into labor supplied by children, adult males, adult females, and elderly members in Column 2. We see that the
coefficients on the variable inputs are positive when statistically significant. When
labor is disaggregated into di↵erent demographic categories, adult male and female
labor are seen to have the largest e↵ect on the value of production. However, even
these are only about half of the marginal e↵ect of hired labor. Variable inputs such
as fertilizers and other chemicals were transformed from continuous to dummy variables since less than 20% of sample households use these inputs.11 All other inputs
to production have the anticipated signs.
The next step in this test is to estimate the shadow wage of labor, or the marginal product of labor. Panel A of Table 5.7 presents summary statistics of the
shadow wage for di↵erent types of labor along with the market wage they face at
the district level. The shadow wages are much lower than the minimum wage of TSH
3,847 for Tanzania in 2013.12 This may suggest that Tanzanian households put a
high premium on time allocated outside of the labor market or that the physical
environment they face is inhospitable to seasonal crop production.
The shadow wage is a small fraction of the market wage for most categories of
labor, except for hired labor. The fact that the shadow wage for hired labor is closer
to the market wage than family labor suggests the decision to hire in labor may
be more in line with well-functioning markets than the decision to hire out labor.
The shadow wage of adult male labor is higher than all types of family labor. In
particular, the shadow wage of the elderly is the lowest and about two-thirds that
of adult males. Panel B of Table 5.7 presents the median market wage for di↵erent
types of labor in the district. We see that the median wage of adult males is the
highest, whereas the median wage of children is less than half of the value for adult
terms of the inputs. However, the coefficients on labor variables were imprecisely estimated and led
to implausible estimates of the shadow wage (possibly due to the proliferation of the parameters).
11
Using dummy variables instead of continuous variables barely changes the coefficients but
avoids having to add one level of inputs before taking its log.
12
Gazette of the United Republic of Tanzania, Supplement No. 24, 2013-06-28, Vol. 94, No. 26,
8 pages, ISSN: 0856-034X (Source: ILO)
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Table 5.6: Estimate of production function (Dependent variable: Log of total value
of crop production)

males.
Now that we have the shadow wages, we can finally test for the separation hypothesis proposed by Jacoby (1993) in equation (15). Table 5.8 presents the results
of OLS estimation in which the dependent variable is the log of the shadow wage
of family labor. If markets are perfect and competitive, the coefficient on the wage
(first row) would be equal to unity and the value of the constant would be equal to
0. Column 1 presents the weakest version of this test, as it does not have any other
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Table 5.7: Summary statistics on shadow and market wages

covariates. Columns 2-5 contain results of the strong test of separability, in which
covariates are added to the model. We see that the null hypothesis of separability
is rejected in all of the specifications at the 5% significance level. Column 5 is the
richest specification and includes variables whose e↵ect should already be captured
by the market wage and should not independently a↵ect the shadow wage. We see
that a female head of household, rural areas, distance to major road, mean temperature, and mean precipitation have statistically significant and negative e↵ects
on the shadow wage. Although we can reject the separation hypothesis, these suggest some channels through which this may be happening. Similar to the Benjamin
test, we see separability being violated in female-headed household heads and rural
households. Female-headed households have approximately a 20% lower shadow
wage compared with male-headed households.
Tables C.1 and C.2 (page 139) present two variations of the Jacoby test. Table
C.1 presents results of analysis similar to Table 5.8 but conducted at the individual
level, which should give us a more precise comparison of the market wage reported
by individuals and the shadow wage that is disaggregated for the following types of
labor within the household: children, adult males, adult females, and elderly. The
results of the test are very similar to those obtained in Table 5.8: separability is
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Table 5.8: Jacoby Test of separability (Dependent variable: Log of shadow wage of
family labor)

again rejected. Table C.2 presents results of analysis conducted only for the subset
of households that hired labor. One would expect that if markets are working
well, there would be a strong correlation between the wage households pay to hire
agricultural labor and the marginal product of hired labor. We reject separability
even for this subset of households, suggesting that the markets may not be working
well even for hired labor.
Joint test of separability
We next move to the joint test of separability proposed by Le (2010) and presented in equation 5.20 combining features of the Benjamin test and the Jacoby test.
Table 5.9 presents results of this test, in which the dependent variable is the value
of the average product of labor in agricultural production. The regressors are the
median market wage in the district, demographic characteristics of the household,
primary crop planted by the household, and agro-ecological regions. Column 1 ag-
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gregates all types of household members, whereas column (2) disaggregates this
number by di↵erent demographic categories. The null hypothesis is that the coefficient on the log wage is equal to 1 whereas the coefficients on household size variables
are equal to zero. The test results are presented in the last row and suggest that the
null hypothesis of the absence of market failures is rejected at the 1% significance
level. The coefficients of some covariates hint at some factors that may explain
non-separation. The coefficients on rural location and distance from a major road
are both negative and statistically significant at the 5% level, suggesting that these
characteristics may be associated with a greater degree of market failure. Similar
to the Benjamin, Jacoby, and the joint tests, we see that the coefficient on femaleheaded households is also negative and statistically significant, suggesting that these
households may be more likely to be subject to market failures than male-headed
ones.
Test of local separability
We finally implement the local test of separability proposed by Lambert and
Magnac (1998). The strength of this test is that it allows for a better characterization
of heterogeneity in market failures across households. This is because we compute
not only the average value but also the confidence interval of the shadow wage for
each household. This allows us to, for each household, compare the shadow wage
with the market wage and test the separability hypothesis.
Table 5.10 presents comparisons of the shadow wage with the market wage. We
see in the first row that the market wage of aggregated family labor falls below
the 95% confidence interval of the shadow wage for about 95% of the households.
This implies that we can reject separability for nearly all of these households. The
results do not di↵er much when we disaggregate labor by demographic categories.
The market wage for adult males falls below the 95% confidence interval of the
shadow wage for nearly 98% of the households.
What is most striking is that the market wage is below the marginal product of
hired labor for only about 46% of households. This suggests that many households
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Table 5.9: Joint test of separability

may be hiring agricultural labor by equating the wage with their marginal productivity on the farm, as would be suggested by perfect markets. The last column of Table
5.9 presents correlations between shadow wage and market wage for di↵erent categories of labor. We see that this correlation (0.18) is stronger for hired labor than
it is for any other category of labor. Figure 5.3 presents the 95% confidence intervals of the shadow wages of di↵erent labor categories. We see that although there
is significant overlap between the shadow wages of di↵erent wage categories, the
marginal product of hired labor is visibly higher than that of other labor categories.
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Table 5.10: Comparison of market wage with confidence interval (CI) of shadow
wage, percent

Figure 5.3: Shadow wage of labor (Mean and 95% CI)

5.6

Conclusion

This paper re-examines the longstanding assumption that underpins a great deal
of policy and programmatic interventions in countries such as Tanzania: factor
markets are reasonably complete and competitive. The justification for interventions
such as subsidy programs for fertilizer, agricultural credit, or insurance rest on the
separation assumption that farmers make production decisions independently of
their consumption preferences. Policy interventions related to factors of production
may be less e↵ective than intended if the assumption of well-functioning markets
is not valid. Moreover, if market failures are present, government policy may need
to prioritize mitigation of these failures. This study is an attempt to examine how
well agricultural factor markets function in Tanzania. The challenge to this e↵ort is
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that there is no consensus in the literature on the appropriate method to test for the
presence of market failures. We take on this challenge by implementing four tests of
market failures that have been proposed in the literature on a sample of Tanzanian
households.
We find that market participation in factor markets is fairly widespread, with
more than half of our sample of households participating in at least one factor market. Two-fifths of the sample households hire labor for crop production at some
point during the cropping season. This fact tells us that the relevant question is
not whether factor markets exist but how well they work. Three of the existing
tests in the literature are global in nature they test hypotheses about how well
the entire market is working. We find that these tests do indeed reject the separation hypothesis most of the time. Despite this weakness of the global tests, we
are able to tease out factors that are correlated with market failures: households
headed by women, those located in rural areas or further away from towns, and
located in areas other than the Eastern Zone (which includes Dar es Salaam). The
fact that market performance di↵ers by the gender of the household head is also
consistent with the finding of Palacios-Lopez and Lopez (2015), who report a 44%
lower productivity in plots managed by women (which they argue is primarily due
to imperfections in labor and credit markets). The test that examines separability
at the household level rejected separability only for about half of the households and
suggested that households may be making hiring decisions in farming that are consistent with well-functioning markets. Perhaps the most important finding of this
study is that exploring heterogeneity may be crucial in understanding the extent of
market failures.
What this study was not able to do was to precisely identify the source of these
market failures. Although all of the tests in this literature are based on the labor
market, these are not tests of labor market failure per se. Market failures could
arise due to high transaction costs, imperfect competition, incomplete enforcement
of contracts and poorly-assigned property rights, presence of externalities, or under-
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provision of public goods. Identifying the role of these factors is difficult because
market imperfections could be a result of two or more market failures. A factor
market may be dysfunctional because of a failure in another market. Future work
could attempt to identify the sources of these market failures.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis examined several important issues related to the role of agriculture in
Tanzania’s economic development: household coping mechanisms to deal with unreliable rainfall, consequences of a major policy of rural re-organization, and market
failures. Given the predominantly rural nature of poverty in Tanzania and the fact
that most Tanzanians depend on agriculture for their livelihoods, this thesis presents
a sobering portrait of the hurdles they face in improving their standards of living.
The focus on agriculture was helpful in tying the thesis together, although the nonagricultural sector plays a crucial role in each of the research questions addressed
here. Here I summarize the key findings of each chapter and suggest potential
avenues for further research.
Chapter 3 examined how households cope with a manifestation of a difficult
natural environment in the Tanzanian context: unreliable rainfall. In particular, this
chapter asked if households diversify outside of agriculture in response to rainfall
shocks they face. The primary finding of this chapter was that, to the extent possible,
households participate in non-agricultural self-employment activities during years of
poor rainfall. One needs to pay careful attention to the complex set of activities
that households engage in order to understand how households cope with rainfall
shocks. Availability of rich data on labor allocation of respondents and granular
rainfall data, as was the case for this study, greatly aids this analysis.
One limitation of this chapter was the quality of the data on the activities and
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the labor supply of households. Although the Tanzania National Panel Survey used
in most of this thesis employs the latest know-how in conducting multi-topic surveys,
recall surveys of this nature contain significant noise in capturing the complex set of
activities that households are engaged in. This chapter also ignores labor supplied
to livestock-keeping, which is significant in many parts of Tanzania. Future research
could explore this activity, given sufficient data. A question raised by the findings
of this chapter is: what are the welfare consequences of activity diversification in
response to rainfall shocks? In other words, how well are households able to manage
income shocks arising from unreliable rainfall? Analysis of these issues could be
used to extend the research presented in this particular chapter.
Chapter 4 asked if there is a persistent legacy of the villagization program implemented in the 1970s. Although the program is thought to have contributed to
the collapse of the Tanzanian economy in the late-1970s, little is known about the
persistence of the legacy of this policy. The primary finding of this chapter was
that households living in districts where this program was heavily implemented are
worse o↵ economically even several decades later. This finding was robust to the
outcome investigated, dataset, and the measure of program implementation. A
channel through which this policy appears to have led to adverse outcomes is that it
prevented households from moving out of agriculture to activities that have higher
returns to labor.
A challenge for this chapter was the fact that we do not know the precise locations of the planned villages. In the absence of this information, a district-level
measure of the intensity of program implementation had to be used in the analysis.
We also do not know the degree of dislocation that communities experienced during villagization, which could have allowed a richer analysis of the impact of the
program. Clearly, some communities were moved longer distances and to less favorable locations than others. The degree of dislocation and the conditions of the new
environment may have had a major impact on the lives of people. An extension
of this chapter could be an exploration of other channels of persistence, including
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access to infrastructure such as roads or provision of social services such as health,
education, or water supply that may have been positively a↵ected by villagization.
What is the relevance of villagization for countries other than Tanzania? Although
this was a very specific program implemented in a very specific moment in history, it
had precursors and emulators. Nyerere was inspired by similar programs in Russia
and China. Tanzania also served as an inspiration for similar programs that were
implemented in Mozambique, Ethiopia, and Rwanda. Studying the Tanzanian case
may help us not only understand similar experiences in other countries but also to
be cautious about implementing similar policies in the future.
Chapter 5 examined the presence and nature of market failures in agricultural
factor markets in Tanzania by conducting various tests to detect the presence of
such failures suggested in the literature. A contribution of this chapter is to examine
several tests proposed in the literature to compare the results and insights provided
by each of them. It found strong evidence suggesting the presence of market failures,
although there exists heterogeneity in terms of location and demographics. The
various tests of market failure gave essentially the same result, but painted a di↵erent
portrait of the nature of market failures in agricultural factor markets in Tanzania.
One limitation of this work is that it does not address the source of the market
failure, potential candidates of which include transportation costs, enforcement of
contracts, and market power. This chapter does not quantify the welfare losses
that are the consequence of poorly functioning markets. For example, are poorly
functioning markets preventing gains from trade and specialization? The theoretical
foundation of this study is in the agricultural household model, which is appropriate
for the Tanzanian context as most households are indeed producers and consumers
at the same time. However, an increasing share of the population lives in urban areas
and does not engage in agriculture at all. How do we detect the presence of market
failures for households that engage in wage labor and are exclusively consumers?
Future research could address this issue, although it is beyond the current scope of
this thesis.
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Although the Tanzanian economy has progressed since independence in 1961, one
could argue that limited development in agriculture is holding it back. As this thesis
explored, Tanzanians face multiple challenges to earning a livelihood as they live in
an environment of uncertain climate, policies, and markets. A decent performance
in agriculture helps with poverty reduction since many poor people are engaged in
agriculture and not necessarily productively. The themes discussed in this thesis
are interlinked in many ways. Tanzanian agriculture is unproductive partly due to
its geography and climate, which led its people to spread out across the country to
live pastorally. Nyerere saw scattered living as an obstacle to progress and sought
a remedy in getting people to live in concentrated settlements. Villagization was
also accompanied by price controls touching most sectors of the economy and a
general discouragement of private activity. Although most of the price controls were
removed in the 1980s and 1990s, weak markets are a legacy of Nyerere’s socialist
policies.
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